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O'Connor
Wins Big

New Dorms, House
System Planned

by Floyd Higgins

Editor's note: This is the third
article in a series on the President's planning process report. It
was to be the last, but it was
decided to publish this section in
its entirety due to its relevance
to the student body.

With roughly 60% of the student body voting, Kevin O'Connor, a senior from Wellesley
Hills, Mass., has been elected
President of the Student Government Association.
The presidential tally broke
down as follows:

themselves and one another in
ways that transcend the sexual
stereotypes in which they have
been socialized."(p.5)
The renovated and enlarged
Mather Campus Center is an important beginning. It should provide a focal point for student
social activities which will begin
to offset what many think to be
an excessive dependence on fraternities. But it is only a beginning, and other important
concerns must be addressed over
the balance of the 1980's if the
College is to realize the richly
varied educational potential of
residential life.
Student residential accomodations
Despite the addition of Funston Hall, many of our students
live in crowded and unattractive
surroundings. Public areas are
particularly inadequate. During
1983-84 the Vice President will
prepare a master plan for student
residences, including preliminary
consideration of a new facililty
to accommodate 100-125 students. As in his previous planning
work for the new Mather, he will
consult broadly with faculty
members and students. The objective of the master plan will be
to relieve crowding, provide more
singles and common rooms, and,
possibly, release for other pur'poses one or more of the apartment buildings now being used
to house students. The latter
might be converted into reasoncontinued on page 3

Student Life
Throughout the planning process, broad agreement was evident
that while the intellectual expeKevin O'Connor 558
rience is central, a Trinity eduDan Barach 238
cation includes other important
Carl Rosen 172
•| dimensions which require careful
Peter Stinson 43
° attention. In the language of the
£ Project I Report (Residential
Total: 1011
Life, p.2.), the undergraduate
years "should be a genuinely
Dave Hill, also a senior and
formative period in which stuKevin O'Connor, new SGA President
running mate with O'Connor,
dents shape themselves, and are
took the vice presidential race
shaped, into the kinds of people
accordingly:
they have the potential to become. Ideally, a Trinity educaDave Hill 585
tion will help students cultivate
Ian McFarland 244
qualities not only of mind but
Bob Mucilli 168
also of personality, character and
spirit."
by Jane Melvin
channels of the student governTotal: 997
ment budget committee. In the
There was also widespread
The Trinity Alcohol Awareness
past, this has been because of a
agreement that the College should
More so than in recent years,
Program was founded in the
belief on the part of those intake a somewhat more active role
this campaign was a politically
„, sprjflg of 1982^ under the direc^
than j t (h,as in recent decades to
active one, with
erfflr©'¥r¥miy "Community hats an
heip • create tfte setting' within
and the guidance of Assistant
important responsibility to prowhich such a total education can
Dean of Students, Paula Chumote alcohol awareness. This
take place. Too often campus life
Last Tuesday's
candidate
Richardson. T.A.A.P.'s goal is
year, however, partly from a behas displayed a stereotypically
forum, attended by a group of
conventional and sometimes even
lief that the program provides
about 60 students, brought to. to raise consciousness concerning
the role of alcohol in the Trinity
harsh tone, much at odds with
enough social alternatives to be
public attentions the candidates'
community. This year, T.A.A.P.
our fundamental purpose. It
seen as a worthwhile alternative
views on the SGA, how it could
plans to continue and expand its
should provide rich opportunities
programming group, and partly
be run better and why they should
activities regarding both alcohol
for students to come to know
because of the desire on the part
be elected. O'Connor and Hill
awareness
and
alternative
proand respect those with different
of
those
involved
with
T.A.A.P.
reiterated their platform comvalues and backgrounds, and for
gramming.
mittments to positive student
men and women to "learn about
government, to campus referencontinued on page 3
dums and more social alternatives
T.A.A.P., now in its third year
and
outlets.
Furthermore,
and still working from funding
O'Connor stressed that student
through the Dean of Students'
opinion must be heard within the
Office and the. initial donations
Administration, Trustees and
which came from the fraternities
Faculty.
and sororities, has not, in the
past, been funded as most stuspace can benefit the Cook freshlabyrinth they must go through
by Stephen Baton
continued on page 3
dent organizations through the
men. Studying can be done only
is enough to scare a freshman
Staff Writer
in the Library, but since it is so
out of inter-dorm travel. The
close, if becomes easier to find
fourth floor offers a hall, but it
Last week, freshman housing
time.
is not Jones. Since the freshmen
on the outskirts, North and South
only inhabit the first and fourth
The best way to describe life
campus, were analyzed. This
floors, it becomes hard to soin Jarvis is "between the doors."
Very simply, Women's Studies
week, Cook and Jarvis of the
by Ross Lemmbn
cialize together. Otherwise, the
is a discipline which tries to look
Staff Writer
Quad, and Elton/Jones will be
continued on page 5
great location and large quad
at the world as it has been exTeaching an introductory
scrutinized.
perienced
by
women
with
a
critcourse in Women's Studies this
The Quad is considered the
ical eye towards mainstream
semester under the auspices of
most favorable area on campus.
scholarship, as students in Dr.
the Hewett Mellon Fund and the
After all, classes are held there,
Branzburg's course are learning
Mellon Fund for the eighties, visMather is a step away, and the
by reading women's autobiograiting Professor of Women's StudLibrary is within striking disphies, essays on views of women,
ies, Dr.Judith Branzburg was
tance. This gives the freshmen in
and by examining women's lives.
willing to share her views both
Cook and Jarvis immediate conon Women's Studies as an acafidence. These new Quad inhabThe women's
perspective
demic discipline in general, and
itants tend to sleep later, walk
gained in Women's Studies, Dr.
on the existing Women's Studies
less, and spend more free time
Branzburg argues, is a perspecprogram at Trinity.
under the T-shaped trees on the
tive which is not adequately congreen. They are thrust into colBranzburg is currently working
sidered in traditional academic.
lege life more quickly. Things
in the Women's Studies Program
disciplines: "The academy," Dr.
may happen too fast for them.
at the University of MassachuBranzburg comments, "has deSpecifically, Cook and Jarvis
setts in student counseling and
veloped the history of ideas as
are completely. different. The
course planning and developing.
experienced primarily by white,,
freshmen guys in Cook live in
She has been affiliated for the
upper-class men; this is not to
quads or double quads. There is
past five years with the University
say that.what is taught is wrong,
no: hall life since there is no hall.
of Massachusetts Women's Studbut. that it is only part of the
The living residences are made
ies Program on their governing
story." For this reason, Women's
up of large living rooms and
board.
• Studies partially justifies its exbunk-only bedrooms. The big
istance by, placing a compensaDr. Branzburg, who received
rooms are great for socializing,
tory role in making up for the
her Ph.D. in English; Literature
but terrible for studying. The
relative lack of consideration
from the University of Massaproximity of the Library is a big
women receive in other academic
. chusetts this summer, believes
plus for the serious Cook scholar.
disciplines.
that Women's Studies is "an acThe women have a more unique
ademic discipline with its own
problem. The three-dimensional
Ramona Stilley revels 'Neath the Elms
ethical theory and philosophy."
continued on page 5

TAAP Plans To Expand
Activities and Funding
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Calendar

w

9/
27

9/
28

Poetry reading by Hugh Ogden. Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall
at 4:15 p.m.

Lecture: "The Riddle of Flight
007: Missing Questions, Missing
Answers," by joumlist and author Harrison Salisbury. Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center
at 8:00 pm.

Cinestudio: "Monty Python's
The Meaning of Life," 7:30;
"Videodrome," 9:30.

Cinestudio: "Sophie's
Choice," 7:30.

s

Alumni/ae Career Panel: "Opportunities in Law." Five Trinity
graduates, all lawyers, will discuss their respective experiences
in Law School and in their jobs
and will offer advice "to those
considering this field. Hamlin
Hall at 7:00 pm.

F

9/
30

Piano recital by Linda Laurent
and Stanley Hummel. Goodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center at
8:15 p.m.

s

10/
1

Cinestudio: "Monty Python's
The Meaning of Life," 7:30;
"Videodrome," 9:30.

Cinestudio: "Monty Python's
The Meaning of Life," 7:30;
"Videodrome," 9:30.

Cinestudio: "Monty Python's
The Meaning of Life," 7:30;
"Videodrome," 9:30.

Announcements

Cinestudio: "Barry Lyndon,"
7:30.

Cinestudio: "Barry Lyndon,"
7:30.

MTmum
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Students are needed to work
for Parents Weekend: Friday,
October 7 and Saturday, October
8. Jobs include registration,
checking coats, selling and taking
tickets, etc. Interested students
should call the Public Relations
Office at 211 or 212.

There will be an informal
meeting for Presidents of Student
Organizations, on Thursday Sept.
29, at 8:30 pm. in the main dining hall, Mather Campus Center.
Topics will include budgets, new
regulations and student activity
structure.

British and European Studies
Group London: Students interested in studying with BESGL/
London are invited to meet and
talk with Mr. C.A.C. Wilson,
Principal, on Tuesday, 27 September 1983, from 3:30 pm. to
4:30 pm. in the Blake Room of
the Austin Arts Center.

Study at Bristol University,
England: Students interested in
studying at Bristol University in
England for the full academic
year are invited to meet and talk
with Mr. Richard Hodder-WilIiams, Academic Advisor to
Overseas Session Students. Mr.
Hodder-Williams will be in the
Committee Room' of Mather
Campus Center on October 27
from 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

Foreign Study Advising: Adrienne Lotooski, the Student Assistant in the Foreign Study
Office, is available for advising
on Tuesday and Thursday mornings from 8:45 to 11:00. Please
feel free to consult with her about
foreign study programs, travel
abroad and other related topics.
If you cannot meet with her during these hours, please leave your
name, box number and telephone
number with Mrs. Noonan, the
foreign Study Secretary, in Williams Memorial, Room 118 so
that an appointment can be arranged.
Instep/London: Mr. Edward
Mowatt, Founder and Director
of INSTEP in London will be
visiting Trinity on Monday, 31
Oct. 1983. Students interested in
the program should check with
the office of Foreign Study Advising after mid-October for hour
and place. INSTEP alumni will
be notified separately of their
own reunion with Mr. Mowatt.
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General Information Meetings For Study Abroad: Those
students interested in studying
abroad for Spring Term 1984 or
for any time thereafter should
attend one of the General Information Meetings held weekly,,
during the acedemic year: Friday
Sept. .30, at 9:30 am; Monday
Oct. 3, at 11:30 am; Tuesday
Oct. 11, at 2:30 pm; Wednesday
Oct. 19, at 10:30 am; Tuesday
Oct 25, at 10:00 am. Since each
session will cover the same information, students need attend
only one. Please obtain an information packet from Mrs.
Noonan in Williams 118 before
attending the meeting, and fill
out and bring with you the form
entitled "Information Form for
Students Considering Foreign
Study."
,
,
;•••

The partitioned section on the
Northwest side of the Mather
Dining Room is available for use
by students and faculty during
meal hours. The regular serving
areas may be used for all three
meals or special service may be
requested. This space should be
reserved in advance by contacting
the Calendar Office at Extension
275.
All students interested in
studying abroad in Trinity College's program of Hispanic Studies in Cordoba, Spain, either for
next semester or for the following
year are invited to attend an informational get-together on
Thursday, Sept.29, at 4:00 pm.
in the department's lounge, Seabury 42E. Refreshments will be
served.

ON-CAMPUS JOBS

Physical Ed Dept. needs workers for the Women's Equipment
Room, MWF 8:30-12:30, Th
1:00-5:00. Must be Work Study
eligible. Contact Mrs. Ruby, ext.
285.

Administrative Data Systems
seeks students to help produce
and deliver computer reports for
college departments. We would
prefer freshman with some computer experience. Must be Work
Study eligible, Submit resume to
Robbins V/inslow, ADS.'
Need more work hours? Student Dining Hall needs cooks
helpers 4:30-7:30 any day during
the week. Some experience cooking or using kitchen equipment
helpful, but not necessary. Also,
need students who are available
three hours in the afternoon any
day to do laundry. Contact Bob
Schondelmeier at ext. 261.

OFF-CAMPUS WORK-STUDY
The Financial Aid Office has
many job opportunities still open
off campus at such places as U.S.
District Court, Legal Aid, Connecticut State Personnel Dept.,
Big Brothers/Big Sisters, YMCA,
Ct. Historical Society. Check our
bulletin board for details.

UConn Health Center is looking for Work-Study student to
assist in research project at their
Alcohol Research Center. We will
conduct interviews ^%^svg$<$!e0a
data. Psych background helpfnT
but not necessary. Must work
well with people. S3.5O/hr. Contact Kathy Mills at ext. ACT.

The Community Renewal Team
has a variety of positions available for Trinity students to work
in Finance, Personnel, Planning,
Social Services, Head Start,
Computer Operation. Excellent
opportunities for students interested in social services. See Kathy
Mills in Financial Aid Office.

Engineering Dept. needs Work
Study student to work two hours
per week in office, Contact Gerry
Donovan at ext. 456.
The French proficiency exam
will be given on Saturday, October 29 at 9 a.m. in the Language Lab. Please take note that
it will be given only once this
semester. It will be given again
in the spring.

School of Law
Western new England College
The School of Law
at Western New England College
Springfield, Massachusetts
will be represented by
Susan Klrschner-Roblnson
Assistant Director of Admissions - Director of Recruiting
on Friday, September 30 from 10 a.m.-i a.m.
at Career Counseling Office
Seabury 45, Trinity College
We encourage attendance by interested students, including women,
minority, and handicapped students.

United Way
ol the Capital Area

The TRINITY TRIPOD
Vol.LXXXII, Issue 3
September 27, 1983
The TRINITY TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tuesday, except vacations, during
the academic year. Student
subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee;
other subscriptions are
$15.00 per year. The TRINITY TRIPOD is printed by
Imprint, Inc., West Hartford, CT. and published at
Trinity College, Hartford,
CT. Advertising rates are
$3.00 per column inch,
$30.00 per eighth page and
$55.00 per quarter page.

Phone 547-0263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
1 0 % D i s c o u n t on Case Purchases
219 New Britain Ave., Hartford, Conn.
(corner Henry St. next the the Tap Cafe)
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SGA Election Results Yield
Victory for O'Connor and Hill
continued from page 1
Although Dan Barach stated
his determination to "work for
you", there came to be some
question of his sincerity. A student questioner asked Barach to
reconcile his pledge to remain fair
and unbiased with a letter written
to the fraternities promising his
support '"til Hell freezes over."
Although Barach attempted to
clear up this inconsistency, it was
further revealed that letters were
also sent to various minority
groups promising support not
otherwise mentioned in campaign
literature.
Also subject to heavy questioning • were the "Unified
Thought" candidates, Carl Rosen
and Ian McFarland. The main
focus of their campaign was to
abolish the SGA and recognize
the existence of a Student Union.
McFarland accurately described
the function of an SGA-type organization as one of accumulating student opinion, rather than
that of government since all students are automatically subject to
predetermined
administration
policies.
However, with the mandate
from the student body for positive Student Government, the
concept of a student union may
either play a part in the new
year's business or simply wait
until its time has come.
Budget Committee
Dan Barach
Michael Duffy
Kate Land
At-Large Representative
Lee Coffin

TRUSTEE COMMITTEES
A)Student Life
Matt Golding
B)Institutional Development
Bryan Chegwidden
OPhysical Plant
Thomas Hampton
D) Admissions and Financial Aid
Lorraine Saunders
FACULTY COMMITTEES
A)Academic Affairs
Jane Melvin
B)ColIege Affairs
Matt Golding
QCareer Counseling
Michele Rosner
D)Admissions and Financial Aid
Sue Morrison
E)Curriculum
Dan Barach
F)Library
Deborah Cronin
OFinancial Affairs
James Carrigan
H)Academic Dishonesty
Peter Marcello
I)Athletic Advisory
Mike Sload
DORMITORY REPRESENTATIVES
Off-campus
Douglas Fauth
Penny Perkins
Sam Reid
Crescent Street
Henriette Antal
Margaret Figueroa
Dave Hemingson
Bill Vasil
Doonesbury
Peggy Hargrave
Elton
Barney; ComingCraig Tateronis

Funston
John Kalishman
James Streeto
Goodwin-Wo odward
Ron Pruett
Marilyn Weiss
High Rise
Lori Davis
Jeff Lang
Jackson
Katie Topper
Jarvis
Clint Angel
Melissa Farley
Mike Solomita
Jones
John Donkervoet
Sis Van Cleve
New Britain Avenue
Sue Morrison
North Campus
Chris Larsen
Jody Rolnick
Northam/Seabury
Jane Melvin
Smith
Roger Epstein
Wheaton
Steve Gerber
Jane McDonough

ably priced housing for young
faculty and staff. He will also
explore the feasibility of combining this new structure with a
Faculty/Alumni facility.
Towards a house system
Many feel that our students
would enjoy a greater sense of
community if their residential
lives were structured around units
larger than individual dormitories
yet smaller than the entire College. During 1983-84 the Vice
President and Dean of the Faculty will study the feasibility of
grouping our residences (including the projected new one) in a
pattern approaching a "house"
system. They should carefully explore the suggestion that our dor-

mitories might fall naturally into
four groups, and that provision
could be made for a resident
"preceptor" or other academic
adult in each area. Other aspects
of student life, such as intramural
athletics, should be examined to
determine whether they might be
reorganized so as to reinforce
such a system. The question of
multiple dining facilities, though
a difficult one, should also be
addressed. No doubt much can
be learned from the experience
of other colleges and universities
which have moved in this direction.
Student activities
We need more space for student organizations and activities,
including possible special cooperative living groups. The Vice

President will study and recommend how best to use the small
house at 234 New Britain Avenue. We will begin to establish
a reserve fund for renovating it
and other buildings which may
come into the College's hands.
Academic special interest groups
We should take steps to encourage activities for our students
which will. better integrate their
lives inside and outside of the
classroom. In response to a Project I suggestion, in 1983-84 the
Dean of the Faculty will make
$3,000 available to department
chairpersons and program directors for the use of students wish-.
ing to organize informally around
subjects of common interest re- :
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Francis X. Hartmann is now the Assistant to the President

Hartmann To Fill
New Trinity Post
by College News Bureau

Sophomore Class Committee
Henriette Antal
Gates Garrity
Virginia Murtagh
Elizabeth Sobkov
Sophomore Class Representative
Gates Garrity
Junior Class Committee
Junior Class Representative
Election disqualified: candidate
inadvertantly left off the ballot.
Senior Class Committee
Nancy Katz
Lorraine Sauaders
. , .,.
Senior Class Representative
Andrew Yurkovsky

* -

•

CLASSES AND COMMITTEES

Housing Situation To Improve
continued from page 1

r

,

HARTFORD, Conn.-Francis
X. Hartmann, former director of
The Hartford Institute of Criminal and Social Justice, will join
the Trinity administration October 1 in the newly-created position of assistant to the president,
Trinity President James F. English, Jr. announced today.
In this new position, Hartmann, reporting directly to the
President, will be charged with
developing and coordinating a
program lo strengthen Trinity's
working ties with the city of
Hartford, and help the College
take advantage of, and contribute
to, the educational, cultural and
civic life of the Capital area.
Among the areas which Hartmann will explore in his new
position are: promoting cooperative activities with major corporations
and
educational
institutions, developing conferences on public issues and increasing Trinity's role in the area
of public affairs. He will work
closely with Ivan Backer, director
of the Southside Institutions
Neighborhood Alliance (SINA-the cooperative venture of Trinity
College, Hartford Hospital, and
The Institute of Living), neighborhood groups, and with local
political leadership and social
service agencies.
Hartmann headed the Hartford
Institute of Criminal and Social
Justice from 1978 until his res-

ignation in July. The institute is
a non-profit agency which researches public policy issues and
implements programmatic responses based on research findings.
A graduate of Villanova University, Hartmann holds master's
degrees from Augustinian College
and Catholic University, arid did
additional graduate work-at the
University of Pennsylvania. He
was vice president of the Hartford Insitute from 1974-1978> director of research and evaluation
at the Addiction Services Agency
of the City of New York from
1971-1974, and as assistant program officer at the Ford Foundation from 1969-1971. He has
taught at both Villanova and
Trinity College.
Hartmann is the author or coauthor of several publications on
crime prevention and criminal
justice, &s well as articles on corporate social responsibility. He
has done consulting for the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police, the
University Research Corporation
and the Prison Overcrowding
Project for the Nationallnstitute:
of Corrections, Department of
Justice.

• • •. He was a member of the National Advisory Panel for Prevention of Violent Juvenile Crime
in 1980, a member of the board
of the Maverick Corporation
from 1975-1982, and is a corporator of St. Francis Hospital.

continued on page 6

TAAP Tries To Increase Alcohol Awareness
continued from page 1
to expand the program, T.A.A.P.
will be looking for the same kind
of financial backing as other student organizations.
Initial plans for the fall include
a planned "Experiment" designed to show the effects of
alcohol and drinking on reflexes,
coordination, and individual action. Also, in response to its past
success and the new policy at
Trinity and the State of Connecticut regarding the drinking
age, T.A.A.P. will soon begin its
program of dorm discussions.
These activities are intended to
provide a forum for the discussion of alcohol and its role in

the community, and opportunity
for all students, faculty, and
administration to heighten their
awareness of alcohol, alcohol
abuse, and the subsequent effects
on the community.
.

T.A.A.P. meetings are always
open to new members and new
ideas. The next meeting is Tuesday (tonight) at 9:30. Questions
can be directed to co-chairmen
Andy Lituchy and Pat Adams.

Send your gift to:

CARE

PO Box 570
Murray Hill Station
New York, New York 10156

f»y Eerke Breathed
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Why Did You Vote In The SGA Election?
obligation as a member of this
college."

by Joe Scorese
Staff Writer
The Tripod ventured to Mather
Hall this past election day to
collect some views of the SGA
elections and what influenced
students to vote as they did. We
also found some interesting opinions on the effectiveness of the
SGA itself.
When students were asked why
they voted at all, replies were
rather predictable, falling along
the lines of responsibility and involvement:

Mike Ziskind '84: "I voted for
three reasons. First, I don't think
I have a right to complain about
student government unless I vote.
Second, there were people running who could do a lot of damage. Thirdly, I know most of the
candidates and there are some
with real qualifications and lack
thereof."
Wylie Whisonant '86: "I feel
I have a duty to vote. It is my

Katie Finck '84: "I think a lot
of things are going to happen
this semester. It's a decisive year
for policy changes. I want some
say in what's going on."
Different things influenced students' voting. Among the factors
were advertising, communication,
and personal acquaintance:
Tracy Killoren '87: ' 'I saw him
speak at the candidate's forum.
I really liked his presentation."

Mimi Gatchell '86: "There
were two things that influenced
me most. There was a lot of
advertising, first of all. Also, the
candidates that I voted for took
the time to talk to me personally."

Kim Kovage: "I think the SGA
is good for the present size of
the student body and the school.

You can never get 100 percent
satisfaction but it gets things
done. How about the Austin Arts
Performance Pass this year?"

the majority but also of the minority; it shouldn't just be the
opinion of 75 percent of the students."

Ken Doroshow '85: "For the
major offices, 1 was most influenced by what I read in the Tripod. For the minor positions,
either they advertised well or I
knew them."

Ken Doroshow: "I think the
SGA is totally ineffective. I'd like
to see it replaced by a more
democratic 'Student Union.'"

Kim Kovage '85: " I was'
amazed at the time and money
one of the candidates put into
his campaign. He was always
knocking on doors, sending
flyers, and talking to people. This
morning, he even slipped a note
under my door reminding me to
vote. Anyone that serious about
the position will probably do a
good job."
,
Student opinion widely differed on the overall effectiveness
of the SGA:
Katie Finck: "I feel the SGA
should not only be the voice of

is a huge gap between these two.
I think the faculty is acting out
of place on the Fraternity issue.
The SGA should bring them the
wisdom of the students."

Mike Ziskind: "The biggest
problem with the SGA is that
they fail to think and act accordingly. Sure, they can think
individually, but they can't act
as a team. I think most of the
members just want to pad their
resume anyway."

Roger Levin '84: " I think the
SGA is fairly ineffective because
it has limitations by structure. I
don't know enough about how
to change it but I'm sure it could
be done."

INSTANT CULT
CLASSIC"
COLIN McE
HARTFORD
COURANT

Wylie Whisonant: "I think the
role of the SGA should be to set
guidelines for dealing with students and faculty. I think there

7'15 9'25
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ADDINGTON, Sarah '85
Study-in-Greece
1 Neufronos Street
Athens 508, GREECE
BAKANAS, Lisa '85
Institute of European Studies
European Economic Community/Freiburg
Institute fur Europaische Studien
Erbprinzenstrasse 12
78 Freiburg im Briesgau, WEST
GERMANY

1-a

BAKER, Thomas N. '85
Beaver CCEA/Aberdeen
NOT A MAILING ADDRESS
BANNETT, Michael '84
St. Louis University/Madrid
NOT A MAILING ADDRESS
BARNETT, Elizabeth '85
Institute of European Studies/Vienna
Institut fur^ Europaische Studien
Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Johannesgasse ,7
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA
BRIMS, Kitty '85
Parsons School of Design/Paris
NOT A MAILING ADDRESS
CARNEY, Caroline F. '85
Syracuse University/Strasbourg
NOT A MAILING ADDRESS
CARTER, John '85
Institut d'Etudes Europeennes
77, rue Daguerre
75014 Paris, FRANCE
CASS, Elizabeth '85
Beaver CCEA/King's College
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND '

ON ID

CASTLE, Kathryn L. '85
Beaver CCEA/City of London
Polytechnic
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
CLARK, Susan '85
:
Beaver CCEA/Vienna Semester
c/o Austro-American Institute of
Education
Operngasse 4
A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA

CROMIE, Claudia '85
Beaver CCEA/London School of
Economics
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
DE MAJEWSKI, Grace '85
, Study-in-Greece
1 Neufronos Street
Athens 508, GREECE
DEVELIN, Jeanne A. '85
Institute of European Studies/Vienna
Institute fur Europaische Studien
Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Joahannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
DI BELLA, Maria '84
Institue of European Studies/
London
Humanities Program
56 Russell Square
Bloomsbury,
London WC1, ENGLAND
DYER, Rex '85
Beaver CCEA/City of London
Polytechnic
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
ELTING, Lynn E, '85
Hamilton College in Paris
NOT A MAILING ADDRESS
FLANDERS, Sonia '85
Indiana University/Bologna
Bologna Cooperative Studies
Program
Largo Trombettii 3
Bologna, ITALY 40126
FOY, Mary Ellen '85
Drew University/Belgium
Institute of European Studies
39 Avenue F.D. Roosevelt
1050 Brussels, BELGIUM
GOLDRING, Diane '85
Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
c/o Shield House
26, "Egerton Gardens
London SW2 3BP, ENGLAND
GUTHRIE, Camille '85
Institute of European Studies/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische Studien

Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Johanesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA

"UNUSUALLY
RICH.
Depardieu is superb:'
— Vincent Canby.
Sew York Times

TheReturnOf

HANLEY, Tracey L. '85
Beaver CCEA/Lancaster
NOT A MAILING ADDRESS
HAYBER, Richard E. '85
Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW2 3BP, ENGLAND

]%]artin
(

Starts FRIDAYSept.30
7'00 9'10

CARROLL HI DAILY NEWS

"MARVELOUS"
BPXl

HEILMANN, Heidi '85
St. Andrew's University
NOT A MAILING ADDRESS
HEINZEN, James '84
Ohio State University at the
Pushkin Institute
Moscow, U.S.S.R.
NOT A MAILING ADDRESS
HIGGS, Laura '85
Beaver CCEA/City of London
Polytechnic :
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW2 3BP, ENGLAND

WILLIAMSON PIAYBOI

Rtx REED, NEW YORK POSt

INGMAR BERGMAN
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RER at the CITY

Wednesday - Saturday
Sent. 28 • Oct. 1

FltzcornHdo
IERS
Sunday-Tuesday ,Oct.2-4

HOPLEY, George '85
PRESHCO/Cordoba
Faculdad de Filosophia y Letras
Universidad de Cordoba
Plaza del Cardenal Salazar
Cordoba, SPAIN
HORNE, Prudence '85
Beaver CCEA/Westfield College
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW2 3BP, ENGLAND

Tender Mercies

GINEMACITYHTFD •
:TSBMINArt) RD & 1:91 NR VAUt'S
RlCtlNtR CHAIRS 5490030

•

BARGAIN MATS. SAT SUN
ADULTSS2.50 ( t i l S P M . )

Octoberfest
Oct. 1,1983 — Saturday
Manchester Community College
Beau
Bolero

12-6 p.m.
on Front Lawn
Max Creek
Free Admission
$5 open Lowenbrau Tap

Food & Refreshments available
No Coolers — Bottles — Cans • & drinking age 20
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Elton/Jones "Boxes" Are Fun President's Fellows '83
continued from page 1

This consists of two doubles and
four singles for most of the sections. Each of the three floors
is sealed off by a quad. Bathrooms are small and not abundant. Jarvis freshmen
can
complain about segregation, not
only from upperclassmen, but
also from those down the hall.
There are several doors that must
be pushed just to go a short
distance. The singles are extremely small and the doubles
have the same volume as a North
Campus double. Studying is done
whenever the area is quiet
enough, which is rare. First and
second floor Jarvis freshmen have
a social obligation to decorate
their rooms heavily for the many
pedestrians. Hall games are nearly
impossible because of the minute
space between the doors. There
are several small communities in
Jarvis but rarely will there be a
large group of freshmen socializing at one time. Again, the
location is good, but it is not
desirable for those who want big
crowds.
There is very little in Elton/
Jones that resembles the Quad,
or the North/South campuses.
There is no segregation between
the classes, no doors to bar social
life, no confusing halls or stairways. In short, the Elton/Jones
"boxes" are simple and fun.
Jones Hall is made up of four
floors. The women live on the
top two, and the men on the
lower floors, including the area
unjustly called the "pits." The
large floors have two R.A.'s on
each. The long carpets and colorful concrete walls enhance the
hall life. Since the doors are often
open, Jones is a nice place to
socialize. The doubles are a little

Elton in several ways, but lacks
the character of Elton.
Life at Elton is probably the
most unusual on campus. The
low rating is justified in many
ways. Until the windows were
replaced and the triples converted
to doubles, Elton was a real eyesore. The decrease in Mather renovation noise also helped the
Elton condition. But poor showers, average lounges, white concrete walls, and a view of Summit
Street or Jones still remain as
Elton disadvantages. Inside the
rooms, there are ancient drawers
that stick, stuffy closets, and battered doors with stubborn locks.
Of course, the pipes on the sides
of the window look horrible. The
noise and lights from Summit
Street keep Elton awake often.
There are nice features of Elton, too. Like Jones, the hall is
carpeted, and the walls are concrete. Freshmen and juniors, with
a few sophomores and an R.C.,
live in Elton/Jones and there is
constant interaction between the
classes. It is difficult to avoid.
The bathrooms, water fountains,
and stairs are social sections
where several greetings and words
of wisdom are exchanged. The
lounges are seldom used because
the real socializing is done in the
rooms and hall. The huge singles
can squeeze ten people into them.
The doubles are.best convetted
to bedrooms and lounges instead
of separate rooms for each roommate. Facilities are close, espe-"
daily for science majors. Mather
is inviting and convenient.
Besides these facts, Elton is
notorious for its hall life. Several
things are possible in a concrete
hall with carpets. Hall baseball,
bowling,
frisbee,
lacrosse,

difficult with stereo wars and
frisbees banging on doors, but it
does get accomplished in the Library at night. Elton is a great
place to roam and have fun. It
must be the "relaxed furnishings" as opposed to the "hospital" in Jackson. Those willing
to experiment will love Elton.
Freshmen are lucky. Diversity
of hall/dorm life is healthy and
fun. Housing unity is also a plus.
But, whether the dorms make the
student, or the student molds the
dorm, all freshmen can be successful and have fun at the same
time here at Trinity.

New Perspective Sought
For Women's Studies
continued from page 1

"Wheneveryou feel like
smokin' a cigarette, instead of
strikin' up a match, strike up
the band- the' Larry Hagman
Special Stop Sinokin' Wrist
Snappin' Red Rubber Band!
Get one free from your
American Cancer Society."

Jxo&QXt <tpnnise< s n d soccer .are-.

the bed, dresser, and desk filling
the whole room. It is similar to

favorite pastimes. The women
prefer to recline in the halls and
socialize. Studying tends to be

t

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY®

Reverend Carr To Preach at Trinity
College Chapel Service This Sunday
The Reverend Canon Burgess
Carr, Yale Divinity School, will
be the preacher at College Vespers in the Trinity College Chapel
at 4:30 p.m. on Sunday, October
2nd.
Canon Carr is Associate Professor of Pastoral Theology at
Yale Divinity School, The Berkeley Center, and is Vicar of Saint
Andrew's Episcopal Church in
New Haven, Ct. He is currently
Secretatary Gerenal of the All

African Conference of Churches.
He has taught at Harvard and
at Union Theological Seminary
in New York City, at Episcopal
Divinity School in Cambridge,
Mass., at Boston University
School of Theology and lectured
at many of the major universities
of America.
On three occasions Canon Carr
has spoken before the United Nations Security Council, has been
a Conroy Fellow at Saint Paul's

Stanley H. Kaplan

The Smart

MOVE!

PREPARATION FOR:

DEe:'83«LSAT*GRE
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
14 OAKWOOD AVENUE
WEST HARTFORD,
.CONNECTICUT 06119

(203) 236-6851

Art History, Suzanne Chernau
Biochemistry, Robert D. Sansonetti
Biology, Sarah P. Adams
Chemistry, James F. Kirby
Classics, Ian A. McFarland
Computer Coordinate, Daniel E. Sullivan
Economics, Bryan C. Chegwidden
Engineering, Robert E. Cooke
English, Sarah W. Shanley
History, Barbara Guttman
Mathematics, Jan K. Wheeler
Modern Languages, John P. Atwood
Music, Roger J. Levin
Philosophy, Maria L. Borghesi
Physics, Robert S. Afzal
Political Science, Ramona E. Stilley
Psychology, Catherine A. Villano
Religion, Stephen L. Cook
Sociology, Shelly R. Aronson
Studio Arts, Wendy J. Perkins
Theatre and Dance, Laura E. Austin
American Studies, Peter B. Yearly
Intercultural Studies, Karina L. Pearse
Urban and Environmental Studies, Myriam E. Hernandez

School in New Hampshire, and
served on the Board of Directors
of Oxfam America.
His son, Kedrick B. Carr, is
a member of the Class of 1986
at Trinity College.
Following the service, Canon
Carr will join the Trinity Community at dinner in the Mather
Dining Room. The "small room"
has been reserved for those wishing to have dinner with Canon
Carr. For those not on the meal
plan tickets may be obtained from
the Chaplain at the service.
Special music for the service
will be provided by the Chapel
Singers under the direction of
John Rose.
College Vespers is a new
monthly service , in the Trinity
\ College Chapel. Both the form
of these services and the preachers will reflect the different traditions-Jn, Christianity as well as
those shared by most Christians.
The sermons at these services will
bring to the campus such persons
as Canon Carr, who is a major
spokesperson for. African Christians. In April the preacher will
be The Most Rev. Peter A. Rosazza, Auxilary Bishop of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of
Hartford.
The Vespers service will include
aspects of many different Christian religions and all members of
the Trinity Community are invited to participate.

Most importantly, however,
Dr. Branzburg believes Women's
Studies stands apart as a legitimate field of study which is esentially different from any other,
because it involves, according to
Ms. Branzburg, " a re-evaluation
of information from a perspective which is shared by no other
academic
discipline."
With
enough time and academic support, Women's Studies may, Dr.
Branzburg hopes, eventually
"force its way into the consciousness of Academia, and
force a re-examination of many
fields of study," but she does
not think Women's Studies will
eventually work towards its own
obscolescence through integration: "It will always be a different thing to have a Women's
Studies course than to study
women in, for example, a history
class," she says.
Although Women's Studies is
not yet a major at Trinity, the
appointment of Dr. Branzburg as
Visiting Associate Professor of
Women's Studies, the creation of
a Women's Studies Committee to
examine the program, and the
establishment of a faculty reading
group, made up of different faculty members reading scholarly
articles on women, all indicate
that a serious commitment has
been made by the academic community at Trinity to consider the
viability of Women's Studies as
a new major field of study. According to Dr. Branzburg, she
has received a good deal of positive support from many faculty
members and from that part of
the student body which has been
exposed to Women's Studies. The
who are taking her
v students
course,
she
comments," . , .. seem eager to
talk, fairly intelligent, open, curious, and dedicated." There is,
however, only one male student
in Dr. Branzburg's class. She
hopes that in the future the program will draw in more members
of the male student body. "There
is certainly a place for men in
women's studies. It teaches a lot
about life, questions, challenges,
assumptions, and adjusts our way
of looking at things."
For those students who would
consider majoring in Women's
Studies, Dr. Branzburg suggests
that such a major would be both
practicable and challenging. A
degree in Women's Studies, she
comments, " . . ,. is useful in
working with women in counselling, social work, and. health
issues, as well as in academics,
law, and medicine, and may be
practically applied in numerous
other occupations."
Because Women's Studies is a

new field, "The people involved"
says Dr. Branzburg, "tend to be
crusaders," and the students benefit from a level of enthusiasm
not usually found in other major
fields of study.
Furthermore, because Women's Studies is new and not yet
fully established, Dr. Branzburg
believes that majors will benefit
especially from having to maintain a defensive posture against
criticism; "Sometimes we have to
be on the defensive
irWT'5 IT. I'VE
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Fall 1983: Students Studying Abroad
JANNEY, David '85
PRESHCO/Cordoba
Faculdad de Filosophia y Letras
Universidad de Cordoba
Plaza del Cardena] Salazar
Cordoba, SPAIN

LEYDECKER, Criss '85
Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW2 3BP, ENGLAND
LINDSAY, Ann '84
British & European Studies
Group
10 York Terrace East
BCM Box 403
London WC1N 3XX; ENGLAND

KEZER, Ann '85
Beaver CCEA/Edinburgh
NOT A MAILING ADDRESS
KLEIN, Katherine '85
Beaver CCEA/London School of
Economics
Single Term Program
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW2 3BP, ENGLAND

LYTE, Laurie '85
Institute for European Studies/
London
Humanities Program
56 Russell Square
Bloomsbiiry
London WC1, ENGLAND

KORTH, Marian '84
University of East Anglia
School of English & American
Studies
University Plain
Norwich, Norfolk NR4 7TJ
ENGLAND
•

MANLOVE, Susan '84
Ohio State University at the
Pushkin Institute
NOT A MAILING ADDRESS

LEDBETTER, Laura '84
Beaver CCEA/University College
Cork, Ireland
NOT A MAILING ADDRESS

MAXON, Patricia '85
Marquette University /Madrid
Filosofia y Letras " A "
Universidad de Madrid
Madrid 3, SPAIN

MOLNER, John '85
London School of Economics
NOT A MAILING ADDRESS
MOORE, Jonathan '85
Yale-in-China/Hong Kong
Intercultural Asian Studies
Chinese University of Hong Kong
Shatin, New Territories
HONG KONG
MOYLE, Cynthia '85
Institute for European Studies/
Durham
University of Durham
Hatfield College
Durham CHI 3HP, ENGLAND
NEILSEN, James Jr. '84
Beaver CCEA/Westfield College
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW2 3BP, ENGLAND
NICHOLS, Pamela '85
20, rue General Dufour
1204 Geneva, SWITZERLAND
NOONAN, Evelyn D. '85
University of Toronto
15 Bruton Road
Toronto, Ontario

OLES, Barbara '85
PRESHCO/Cordoba
Faculdad de Filosophia y Letras
Universidad de Cordoba
Plaza del Cardenal Salazar

CANADA M6N 4H7
O'BRIEN, Mary '84
Ohio State University at the
Pushkin Institute
Moscow, U.S.S.R.
NOT A MAILING ADDRESS

Proposals To Upgrade
Student Social Life
continued from page 3
lating to the particular department or program. Increased
student activity funding has already been provided for RA's.
Beginning in 1983-84 outgoing
and enthusiastic intellectual commitment will become an even
more important criterion in the
selection of new RA's.
Greater faculty-student interaction
Concern is widespread that because our location tends to reduce the number of faculty
members Who live near the campus, contact between students and

Chan Chosen As NewDirector of B&G
by John P . Arbolino
Siu-Chim Chan, a fifty-nine
year old plant management consultant from Rhode Island has
been named new head of Buildings and Grounds at Trinity.
Chan succeeds Riel Crandall, who
retired'-'this past August after
serving in the position for nearly
fourteen years.
Chan stays overnight at Trinity
as many nights a week as his job
requires, It may seem odd to
some that he just doesn't move
to Hartford instead of putting up
with a two-hour commute when* .

ever he wants to return home.
However, Chan offers many good
explanations for his choice. He
notes that his wife works in
Rhode Island and that there is
no reason for her to give up her
job simply because he has been
relocated. Certainly an enlightened attitude. Chan also speaks
of the strong roots he has put
down in Rhode Island. He spent
fourteen years at Brown University, from 1966 to 1980, Chan
has become very attached to the
community and remains active in
the Rhode Island AmericanChinese Association. He even

able impact on budget control.
seems reluctant to leave his weekend tennis partners behind.
Chan also spoke knowledgeaOf his accomplishments at
bly of more sophisticated methBrown, Chans seems most proud
ods of cost reduction such as heat
of his record cost-cutting.
recovery systems, high pressure
Through a series of "work consodium vapor lights, and cogetrol" procedures, he was able to
increase productivity while at the . neration plants which produce
both electricity and heat.
same time slash the work force
Chan's expertise in such areas
by thirty-five percent. Using new
stems from a well varied educomputers made available to him,
cational background. He grew up
Chan also reduced the number
in China and attended Lingnan
of clerks and secretaries in his
University in Canton, where he
office. These measures, along
was awarded a B.S. degree in
with others used' specifically to
mechanical engineering.
He
cut the costs of sick days and
moved to the Land of Wealth
work assignments, had a noticeand Opportunity in 1947 and in
1949 received a B.S. in biology
from Juniata College. In 1950,
Chan was awarded an M.B.A.
from Columbia's School of Business. More recently, Chan started
his own business as an energy
for wanting to meet their favorite
and physical plant management
calendar beau. The men who reconsultant. Because of his new
ceive the notes will personally
job at Trinity, his role in the
read them and invite one woman
day-to-day operations of the firm
out on a dinner-date.
are now minimal.
So, if you've always wanted
that opportunity to date a
younger man, this is surely it.
Here's your charrce to spend a
romantic evening with a suave,
young, future corporate executive, doctor, or lawyer. This could
be the start of something big...

"Men of The Ivy League" Published
By Dartmouth College Entrepreneurs
HANOVER, NH-"Men of the
Ivy League," a 16-month calendar featuring photographs of
male students from the eight Ivy
schools' including Dartmouth
College is about to go on sale.
The calendar isn't beefcake.
The student models are tastefully
' dressed and posed in academic
settings on their home campuses.
The calendar, which covers the
months from September 1, 1983,
to December 31, 1984, offers 16
photos of Ivy men from the campuses of Dartmouth, Brown,
Yale, Princeton, Harvard, Cornell, Penn, and Columbia. .
t. Strong sales are expected in
bookstores of Ivy League schools.
The calendar declares:

Leaguers for the coming 16
months.
Not only is the woman buyer
able to catch a glimpse of stunning Ivy Leaguers each month,
she may have the chance to meet
one. The publishers, Streeter
Publications, are sponsoring what
they call "An Evening of Elegance." Women who buy the calendar will find enclosed an
invitation, inviting them to write,
in 50 words or less, their reasons

''Men of the Ivy League.
Preppy, rich, charming, sophisticated, athletic, smooth, classy,
witty, ambitious, clever...wow.
"Or, preppy, rich, arrogant,
spoiled, cocky, pompous, conceited, nerdy, BMWs, Vail for
Christmas, Bermuda for Spring
Break, 'I'm right, you're wrong.'
"During
the ' next
16
months...you can decide for
yourself."
Unlike
the
poorly-selling
"beefcake" calendars -- with
semi-nude Charles Atlases on the
beach and in bed - this one
conveys the conservative and success-bound character of the Ivy
League. Ranging from Princeton's lightweight crew champs to
a confident Harvard senior with
Mercedes, this calendar portrays
a rich variety of stunning Ivy*

the faculty outside of the classroom is not as great as we would
all wish. One strategy is to encourage more faculty to live near
the campus, and it should continue to be pursued. We will review the SINA mortgage program
with an eye to making it more
attractive. As previously noted,
the master plan for student residences may result in the availability of housing for faculty. It
is only realistic to recognize,
however, that Trinity will never
match some of its small-town sister colleges in the proportion of
faculty living on or about the
campus. Thus we must develop
other means of fostering informal
student-faculty contacts within a
residential setting. One suggested
by Project I is particularly promising. It calls for the affiliation
of several Faculty Residence Hall
Associates with each student dormitory ("house," if we move toward that system). They would
be available to the students in
the dorms for good conversation
and to help mount informal programs such as lectures and discussions. The Dean of the Faculty
and the Dean of Students
undertake to organize such a program in four locations on a trial
b.'isi.s in lllL1 Spmij; 7 ei in of 198.1-

84. They will seek faculty volunteje^aoUssteafesaitabte' dormitories. Necessary incidental
funds will be made available, and,
over Christmas break, the lounges
in the dormitories chosen will, as
necessary, be refurbished in order
to provide congenial settings for
this experiment. If it is successful, the program will be expanded
to additional residences in 198485.
Next week: The Urban Setting,
Administration & Financial, Implementation.

For Delicious Pizza and
Hot Oven Grinders

ourime
6/wep Access 10 OVR

Call when you
leave — if will be
ready upon your
arrival.

copy WTMJIU-SMITH.

Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room

ROAST BEEF & TURKEY BREAST GRINDERS
GREEK SALADS WITH CHOICE OF FETA OR
MOZAREIXA CHEESE

-m MORMN©
200/000 Ftmism

t

CRAB MEAT SALADS AND DINNERS

mm House WITH om

•m tmuimoti OF m m*r

OF ft NX/

PHYC-U5 Wt\iM\

Phone
287 New Britain Ave.
Hartford
Across from
South Campus
Richard Sfaron, prop.

247-O234
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Kassow Lectures On Ideas About Russian Colleges
by Joe Scorese
Staff Writer
"I think it is too simplistic to
see clear congruences between the
students at the Russian Universities and the workers' demonstrations going on in the
cities. . . ."
With these words, Professor
Sam Kassow refuted many preconceived ideas about Pre-Revolutionary Russian university life
in a lecture entitled "University
and Society in Czarist Russia:
1880-1917," which took place in
the Faculty Club last Wednesday.
Kassow, whose academic specialty is Russian history, spoke
about both students and faculty
in the universities of this period
and the effect the Russian autocratic government had on them,
particularly after the government
passed the University Statutes in
1884. These statutes put the universities under decisive government control. This arose in
conflict among the faculty as to
whether they were free-thinking
intellectuals or underpaid civil
servants.
Russian professors, said Kassow, were caught in many dilemmas. Among the many roles in
which' they saw themselves—
teachers, scholars, advisers,
model professionals—they also
knew they had a responsibility to
the university, politically, but had
no means to control it. The Professoriate, remarked Kassow,
wanted to get the government to
reform education. They wanted
civil liberties, but questioned
whether the university had the
right to get involved in nationaj
suTd'lose their prestige in the eyes of society." The'
universities themselves, however,
were placed in high importance
by the government. For this reason, and because they often allied

themselves with liberals, they became "lightening rods" for social
upheaval. "Yet, the autocracy
misjudged the student movement;
they took it too seriously."
Universities became the gathering places for the local workers,
especially before the Revolution
of 1905, when the police could
not interfere with the affairs on
campus. Kassow pointed out that
sometimes as many as 30,000
workers would assemble on the

Mead
Lecture In
Economics

campus to demonstrate.
Students in the Russian universities, Kassow mentioned, were
often wrongly depicted as being
social radicals, instigating the
workers. Sometimes the students
aligned themselves with the labor
movements, but not that often.
Most students "suffered from a
permanent identity crisis." They
were torn between studying for
pure scholarship or for the "dull
professions Russian society offered."
The Russian student considered
himself a separate class. He hadhis own uniforms, organizations,
newspapers, and fraternities.
Kassow feels that the Russian
student enjoyed his isolation.
' 'Marxism had no appeal to them
, because they were not workers,"
he remarked. When they voted
in student elections, they aligned
themselves strongly with the Social Democrats.

College News Bureau
HARTFORD, C T - J o h n Williamson, senior fellow at the Institute
for
International
Economics in Washington, D.C.,
will give the annual Mead Lecture
in Economics at Trinity College
Tuesday, October 4 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Boyer Auditorium of the
Life Sciences Center. His topic
will the "The Case for Managed
Exchange Rates." Admission is
free and the public is invited to
attend.
Williamson, a native of England, is a graduate of the London
School of Economics and holds
a doctorate from Princeton University.
Williamson is the author of
numerous publications, including
«ibij:dks- mintefxi&iionaf mdriemty
economics, such as The Crawling
Peg(1965),The Failure of World
Monetary
Reform
19711974(1977), The Open Economy
and the World Economy(1983),
and IMF Conditionally(1983).

The Russian student was ob- ..
sessed with his past. There was
always a desire to return to the
mythical past, "when students
were heroes being arrested for
noble causes they believed in."
Yet, as Kassow pointed out,
students were less serious than
history makes them. They were
often unreliable in showing up
for protests and strikes. When
they were arrested, the police
treated them with respect. In
prison, they were given considerable freedom. They were allowed to publish newspapers, go
to the theatre, and carry on intellectual discussions. When students were sent to Siberia, they
enjoyed themselves. They took
up iceskating.. and other sports,
»iM'q'c*-;tc*!'fhe dismay of the government, which "begged them to
promise good behavior so they
could return to the universities."
Personal
wealth,
Kassow
pointed out, had little to do with

Fly with the finest.
, Get your career off to a flying start. Become a during the summer. There are no on-campus
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for
the school year. ,
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Program and be guaranteed flight school
Commissioning Program and attend training
afler graduation. All training is conducted
after graduation.

This is an excellent opportunity to proveyourself amongst the best and start off
making from $17,000 to $23,000
a year. See if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Officer Commissioning Programs.

the activist spirit present in some
of the students. Drawing from
his research from Russian student
newspapers and university records, student protesters were no
poorer than non-protesters. Those
who lived in the cities of the
universities, like Moscow or St.
Petersburg, were less likely to
protest.
Although he did not often relate the similarity of the Russian
student ideologies to those of

modern American students, Kassow did point out that, although
there were similarities between
the Russian students and, particularly, the student culture of the
Sixties, it differed fundamentally
because there was no original ideology in Russia, as had existed
in the American universities. The
American response had been to
a mature, industrial society,
whereas the Russians were not
really critiquing theirs.

City Group Raises
Important Issues
by David Gurliacci
The rumored closing of the
local Finast Supermarket on New
Britain Avenue was one of the
more immediate concerns of the
30 local residents who attended
a meeting of the Central City
Coalition, a political action group
in the neighborhood east and
north of campus.
The store is located a block
east of campus on New Britain
Avenue. It is the only supermarket within walking distance
of the College and of the neighborhoods nearby. There has been
a rumor that the store will close,
because its managers failed to
renew its lease last spring.
The Central City Coalition is
affiliated with HART (Hartford
Area Rally Together), a southern
Hartford political action group
which lobbies and demonstrates
on local issues to improve the
community. The Coalition works
within HART on broader issues
of city-wide concern, it works by
itself on neighborhood issues,, and
it splits up into "block clubs"
(which often encompass several
blocks) on more localized concerns.
The meeting was convened to
raise issues that the Central City
groups would ask HART to work
on over • the upcoming year.
Boudreaux of Allen Place, who
organized and co-chaired the
meeting, reviewed the accomplishments of the Coalition and
its constituent block clubs in the
past year. She said that a group
of about 100 people had met at
the Fox Manor neighborhood

center to talk with city council
candidates about the rumored Finast closing. Managers from Finast, although invited, failed to
attend. After the organizing
meeting was over, Boudreaux was
asked if the closing could be prevented. "We can't force them to
stay," she said. "They're a private business. But we can get the
city to use its resources to help
get somebody else to replace Finast. They use government grants
to help Downtown. They can do
the same here."
Law enforcement issues provided the other combined category. These included laws on
picking up after dogs, housing
code violations, and attention
given by police to street crime.
The meeting was conducted
very democratically, and for the
most part was unanimous, with
all matters being decided on by
consensus.
According to Mark Tallow of
Zion Street, who also chaired the
meeting, the issues brought up
there will be put before an afternoon and evening HART Congress scheduled for a Sunday in
October. There, all members of
HART can vote on what issues
the organization will concentrate
on over the course of the year.
Neighborhood nominees for
HART offices will also be elected
and a speaker will be invited.
Further information about
HART, its efforts concerning the
possible closing of Finast, or its
upcoming Congress can be received by calling HART at 5253449.

BLOOM COUNTY

Call 1st Lt. Rick Auman, Collect, at (203) 722-2168
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Arts / Entertainmen t
Zasis' Improv Blends Styles
by Mary Ellen Higgins
Sitting in Garmany Hall on
Tuesday night, I kept thinking
how unusual a performance such
as this one by Zasis was. At first
I had the desire to get up and

At first I had the
desire to get up and
leave.
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Duo Debuts Steinways
Linda Laurent, Trinity's artistin-residence, and the reknowned
pianist Stanley Hummel will be
premiering Trinity's two newlyrenovated Steinway grand pianos.
The critically acclaimed pair will
fill Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts Center with the melodious sounds of their duo-piano
concert on Friday, September 30
at 8:15 p.m, Admission to the
concert will be free with the Austin Arts performance pass.
Linda Laurent made her debut
at Trinity last September, receiving high praise from The Hartford Courant critics, encouraging
"local music lovers to discover
the talents of this extraordinary
artist in future concerts." Miss
Laurent, up until last year when
she came to Trinity, made New
York-her home, where she taught,
performed, and earned her Ph.D.
Stanley Hummel made his debut in New York at the age of
17 to critical acclaim. He was
taken as a pupil at the Mozarteum in Salzburg, Germany and
then at the Juilliard Graduate
School here in the United States.
He has ' performed numerous
times in Town and, Carnegie Halls
and has been a soloist with the
Philadelphia, Denver, Albany,
Chatauqua and National Orchestras, these events definitely highlighting his prestigious musical
career of more than 40 years.
Teaching and performing at a
number of colleges and theatres
throughout New England currently occupies much of his time.
Trinity students profitted from
his musical expertise in May of

last year when he came to Trinity
to perform and conduct a master
class for selected music students.
He was well received and enjoyed
the industrious atmosphere he
observed during his stay.
Beginning in 1973, Laurent and
Hummel played together as a
two-piano team, performing in
New York and throughout New
England, and then recording an
alburn in 1975. After Miss Laurent's return from Paris, they
started up again with a concert
at the Saratoga Performing Arts
Center, which was broadcast
throughout the country. Miss
Laurent has spent net career here
at Trinity performing, leaching,
and arranging different student
chamber groups. Last year she
performed in four concerts with
Trinity's orchestra, ending with
Ravel's G major concerto in the
spring. This year, along with
teaching three courses and a
handful of private students, she
will be duoing in a recital with
violinist Cynthia Treggor, concert
mistress of the Hartford Symphony.
Laurent and Hummel will perform Rachmaninoff's second
Suite, Opus 17,' along with the
Mozart Sonata K. 448. The Poulenc Sonata for four hands and
the Scaramouche Suite of Milhaud will fill out the program.
The concert inaugurates the return of Trinity's two Steinway
grand pianos, after having been
rebuilt over the summer. They
will provide the College with its
first matched pair of concert instruments and are eagerly awaited
by all, as is the concert.

leave, or at least move back a
few rows. When the drummer
finally let up, the four musicians
plucked, tapped and experimented, establishing a workable
rhythm between them. Throughout the concert, the music shifted
between order and disorder, as
one might have expected at an
improvisatory concert.
Tom Chapin, the woodwinds
player, often abandoned his rep-

ertoire of traditional instruments
and created sounds with one of
the numerous odd objects that
littered the stage. A bundle of
coke cans, a piece of drainage
pipe, bells, and strung-up
wrenches were some of the homemade instruments, which made
the experience exciting.
Unlike the disarray of the
stage, the players reacted so well
to one another that the music
often sounded pre-planned, although the performance was entirely improvised. The musicians
rely on their musical backgrounds
and abilities in such a performance, foregoing the security of a
musical program.
"This type of thing is totally
free. We have to create our own
structures - it's more difficult,"
said percussionist Thad Wheeler.
"It's just like stepping off into
the middle of nowhere."
At times the music was dom-

inated by an African tribal beat
on the drums; at other times it
was infused with a techno-pop
line from a synthesizer. Just when
it appeared that the players were
sedately following each other in
an orderly fashion, they suddenly
broke into disorder, rattling their
various instruments, as if to prove
.their unpredictability.
Wheeler said that the members
of the group, formed in 1976,
are all New York musicians who
experiment with improvisation for
fun. Their experience with jazz,

"It's just like stepping
off into the middle of
nowhere."
rock, and classical music was evident in the performance, which
drew excitement from its spontaneity.

THE TAP CAFE
WED. OCT. 5th: MILLER NITE
32 oz. Draft$1.50
8 to 12 Midnite

Under New Management

217 New Britain Ave.

SPECIAL PRICES
FOR TRINITY STUDENTS
H § L PACKAGE STORE
LIQUORS
WINES
247-9138
219 ZION STREET
Ofmea FERNANDO ESTEVAM

Mr.Boston Schnapps
Look (or Mr. Boston,s Iwo new cookbooks, the Cordial Cooking Guide and (he Spirited Dessert Qu.rte
« a . . ^ v a i l a b l e a l bookstores or through Warner Books
75 Rockefeller Plaza. Special Sales. Dept 6, New York. New YorK 10019
Mr. Boslon.Schnapps, 54,60, and 100propi Produced by Mt Boston Disiiilai. Owansbwo KY Alba
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Arts /En tertainmen t
Ogden's Life Integral to Works
years, has been grounded in that
world." This past summer, he
returned again to Maine, where
Speaking on the nature of pohe says that even today there are
etry, Martin Heidegger states,
people hdmesteading. It is not
"The mastery consists precisely
surprising that Maine, particuin this, that the poem can deny
larly native Maine speech, has
the poet's person and name."
figured prominently in Professor
This thesis may hold true for the
Ogden's work and will be one
philosopher who seeks truth in
of the themes of his upcoming
poetry untainted by biography or
poetry reading.
history. Yet for the layman, the
creator and his work are not so
An overriding concern which
easily separated. Knowledge of a
prevails in Professor Ogden's
work's author often enhances the
work is his love of word and
understanding of that work and
awareness of speech and the way
adds to both its richness and
speech reflects certain "stereorelevance. Perhaps then, before
typical attitudes." In speaking of
attending the poetry reading this
his concern with men and women,
week given by Professor Hugh
he talks about a "provincial egoOgden, the listener should fatism" in men "which asserts itmiliarize himself with the writer's
self by the way language has
background.
worked until now." He uses the
example of the word " m a n " as
Hugh Ogden has been a professor at Trinity since 1967. He a referent to both men and
women to illustrate his point.
did his undergraduate work at
When and why did he decide
Haverford, whose student body
to write poetry? That seemed a
at the time was composed of 400
difficult question for Professor
men. After Haverford, he moved
Ogden to answer. He does not
to New York City, where he atremember ever consciously decidtended graduate school at N.Y.U.
ing to write poetry; rather, it was
While a reader can remove a
a decision that merely evolved.
poem from "the poet's person,"
One sees himself as a poet, Prothe writer cannot dissociate his
fessor Ogden says, when he relife from his work. Professor Ogalizes and believes that he can
den could not deny this. In ad"say things effectively and predition
to his educational
cisely in poetry." While he has
experiences, his childhood has
been writing for some time, he
also affected his writing. Born in
Erie, Pennsylvania, he had conbelieves he has done his best work
nections with the farm world
in the past two years since his
while growing up. Living in a
year long stay in Rome.
rural setting and working there
While there is really no indis^as develputably correct way to write poa-fove for
etry, for Professor Ogden, the
the natural world. This love has
key seems to be awareness. This
not left him over the years. For
awareness is threefold. First, he
the past few years, Professor Ogsays, is an understanding of landen has spent much time building
guage, of speech on the streets,
a home in Maine. He claims his
in the classroom, anywhere.
"life, for the past five or six
"Writing poetry involves the

by Micliele D. Sensale

lessor of English Hugh Ogden will read his own po-1
etry in the Faculty Club this week.
photo by Mark Gianoey

Zero Dance: Simple Movements with Strength
by Elaine Stampul
On Saturday, September 24,
the Zero Moving Dance Company of Philadelphia performed
at Austin Arts Center. The company, under the direction of Hellmut Gottschild, performs a
different brand of modern dance
which relies on an integral connection between sound and
movement.
The first piece, "Gatherings,"
was by far the strongest in the
concert because of its coherence
and emphasis on rhythmic, repetitive movement and sound.
"Gatherings" was given a primitive feeling through the drabness of the costumes and the
percussive and vocal sound of the
dancers. These sounds provide
the impetus for the movements;
movement was the natural reaction to the sound. The program
states that "Gatherings" is concerned with the "integration of
sound and vocal textures;" the
dance succeeds on this count. The
sole weak spot in the piece was
the middle segment which lacked
the driving rhythm which made
the rest of "Gatherings" so successful.
The next piece in the program,
"Software" begins with a'dialogue about the troubles of buying clothes in today's world of
mass production. This beginning
leads one to believe that there is
a meaning in this dance, but it
was difficult to see what it was.

In terms of movement, "Software" had some good points,
particularly when it was fast,
strong, and almost violent. The
movement was, at times, too
careful, which made the piece
self-concious. The dancers also
used facial expressions which gave
the piece a humorous, and almost
melodramatic feeling. As a whole
"Software" was confusing. Too
many different elements were
thrown together with little understandable relationship.
The final piece was "Vindauga," which as a whole was
very striking. The piece explored
movement on the individual level

as well as with a group. The
segments of solo movement exhibited a full range of movement
from slow to quick and from
small to large. These segments,
however, did not have the dynamism of the dancers performing in a group.
In "Vindauga" the movement
of the group of dancers and the
sounds' of their hands and feet
again were rhythmic, repetitive,
and strong. The patterns of
movement combined with the interaction of the vivid colors of
the costumes produced a vibrant
image which fascinated the eye.

As a whole the concert exhibited simple movements, proving
that complex and interesting
dances can be composed of elemental movements. At times
their pieces resembled folkdance,
but this succeeded because it was
a simple, beautiful pattern of
movement, color, and sound. The
Zero Moving Dance Company
are at their best when- they use
music, movement, sound, and
color together to form a strong
visual image and a complete, tight
performance. This is what dance
is supposed to be — movement
as a physical expression of music
and sound-

ability to work with words and
their meanings and how they establish connections." Second,
Professor Ogden deems important a recognition and an appreciation of those who have
contributed significantly to literature. He cites his own most
prominent literary influences as
Dostoevsky, Italian writer Silone,
and above all, Virginia Woolf,
for "her tremendous capacity to
write the English sentence both
tonally and syntactically." Third
is an cognizance of "how people
behave, the life around us, and
in one's self."
Over his fifteen-odd years at
Trinity, Professor Ogden has also
settled upon a definite philosophy
on teaching. Anyone who has
taken a course with him will agree
that while his approach is not
unique, it is somewhat different.
He believes that "the essence of
teaching is allowing growth to
occur." He does not believe in
building an ego through his stu-

The writer cannot
dissociate his life
from his work.
dents by feeding them his own
views. Rather, he regards most
highly an awareness of "the; integrity of a student's growth."
This is reflected in the structure
of his courses, which are more
discussion-oriented than lectureoriented. The importance of
speaking in class seems utmost
to Professor Ogden. This, he believes, provides for a more reciprocal learning process to occur.
For Professor Ogden, teaching
and writing poetry seem irrevocably intertwined because the
essence of each lay in a common
element ~ human contact. He
believes that "the best thing
about Trinity is contacts." The
"stuff" of poetry,' speech, acquaintances, places, is ultimately
a by-product of such contact.
Those combined with sensitivity
and openness appear to define
poetry for Hugh Ogden, On human contact, he speaks: of his
children and his close friends,
"...(I am) aware of how much,
when I'm willing to admit it, I
treasure the people I know and
the people I'm close t o . "
With that, perhaps the listener
is more ready to attend Hugh
Ogden's reading on Wednesday,
September 28, at 4:15 in the Faculty Club in Hamlin Hall.

What's Happening
Poetry Reading

Auditions

Standing Stones

Auditions for the music department's annual Musical-Theatre Revue will be held this
Tuesday, the 27th, from 3-1.1.pm
and Wednesday from 1:30-4 pm.
Each audition is appoximatly ten
minutes; students should sign up
for a time slot on the bulletin
board outside room 101, AAC.
Those interested should prepare
a song for the session. This years
revue, choreographed by Hyla
Flaks '83, centers on the last
fifteen years of Broadway's history.

Hugh Ogden, a member of the
As part of the ongoing Studio
English department at Trinity,
Arts Faculty Exhibit artist-in-reswill read his own work this
iderice John Smith displays his
Wednesday at 4:15 in the Faculty
sculpture this week in the WiClui.
dener Gallery, AAC. His work,
which has been shown here and
Film. Series
abroad, makes up the third leg
Avanit-Garde and Non-narraof this four part exibition.
"Standing Stones," two large :-(ive Film will be the topic of the
painted marble pieces will be fea- 'second of three lectures presented
on film as a visual art. Jim Shetured. This show is followed next
pard '78 will present the topic
week by a compilation o f the
with the aid of illustrations taken
works of Smith and colleagues
from a wide variety of early and
George Chaplin and Elizabeth
modern films,
Tracey.

Fong Kuang-yu, a faculty
member at the University of
Chinese Culture in Taiwan,
performed excerpts from Peking Opera this week. Her
powerful voice and compelling
movement style interacted to
produce an exciting vignette of
Chinese performance art.
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TRMITY TRIPOD
EDITORIAL

Let's Wrap This CIp
And Move Forward
We're all sick of the fraternity issue, right? Right.
Yet the Faculty and many others are unwilling (and
rightly so) to sacrifice their principles and stop protesting their existance at Trinity. This was clearly,
demonstrated in the motions brought forth by the
Faculty Interim Committee's Report.
The two sides seem irreconcilable--but hold on. There
may. be light at the end of the tunnel. It may be
possible to transcend-or bypass--the fraternity problem. How? By throwing our full weight into implementing the proposals contained in Projects I, II, and
UK Although the Faculty Interim Committee Report
says "such a pressing issue as Trustee sanctioned
sexual discrimination must not be allowed to take
second place to discussion of the various Project
proposals or the undertaking of a fund drive," let's
reconsider. Won't one take care of the other?
To get rid of the fraternity problem, and therefore
the principle problem, we've got to get rid of the
situation that fosters them. How? We create social,
residential and dining facilities that provide, not alternatives to the frats, but a well-organized, wellfunded central social system within the main body
of the college. Let the frats become the alternative!
The frats Will die -- and the principle problem with
it •- once the demand for them is gone.
The ^project proposals, synthesized in the President's Planning Report, are truly outstanding. Yes,
let's buifd a new dorm, revamp the residence halls,
and move Into a house system! Yes, let's discuss
what English calls the "difficult" question of having
multiple dining facilities to take the strain off Mather.
Yes, let's encourage the faculty to interact more with
the students by living near or on campus. Yes, let's
keep the RA/RC program well-funded and progressively oriented. And, let's make very, very certain we
develop an extremely strong student social planning
group to complement all the programs.
Now, how do we get the money for all that?'Simple:
the Trustees. How do we do that? Not by alienating
them (as, I'm afraid, the Interim Committee's Critique
did). How do we get cooperation in building and
planning the new services? By enlisting the help of
the students and the President -- and being careful
to integrate the opinions of all in our efforts to
achieve our common goals.

Letters
Too Many Committees, Too Little Inspiration
surprising lack of interaction between those with knowledge and
those seeking it. Whose fault is
this? Students everywhere have
been blamed for lacking intellectual motivation. But, are students
really to blame? Is it not those
who teach, those who are paid
to inspire the students, who
should be held equally accountable?

To the Editor:
In the growing debate over faculty governance and their regard
for students, one has to wonder
what the faculty is thinking. They
have questioned the quality of
our academics, lack of student
academic drive, our social life,
the intelligence of the Trustees
and of the President. Questions,
debate, more questions.

Faculty members generally arrive in the morning and leave by
four in the afternoon. They have
more time off than virtually any
other profession. Is it too much
to ask that they take more than
a token interest in students? Most
faculty members are surprisingly

Why is the faculty spending
time creating committee after
committee, while the majority are
spending little, if any, time with
students in and out of the classroom? For an institution dedicated to education, there is a

Corrections Are Requested
Dear Editor:
In a context in which it is
important that we all try to understand each other as clearly as
possible, and not put words into
each others' mouths, may I ask
you to correct two quotations
you attribute to me in your recent
article on the Faculty meeting at
which motions brought forward
by the Interim Committee on the
Fraternity/Sorority Question were
debated.
1. Even in my most incoherent
moments, I doubt I said the motions were " a conviction of the
faculty's conviction to values."
Had i done so, I should surely
deserve conviction for obfuscation. What 1 believe / .s.iid was
that our motions represented "an
expression of the faculty's commitment to principles."
2. I do not believe I called the
Trustee position on the Fraternity/Sorority Question " a situ-?
ation which two thirds of the
faculty and the President are not

in agreement with." Although
Mr. English certainly does not
need me to speak for him, I
should point out that his original
position was that he did not wish
to see fraternal organizations
phased out, but that his preference was that they all open their
doors to both sexes; when the
Trustee decision allowed certain
of these organizations to remain
single-sex, under certain conditions, Mr. English explained
(most fully in his convocation
speech) how he found this difference from his own preference
not unacceptable.
In the interests of clarity and
accuracy, I should appreciate
your correction of these questions. 1 lunik you very muili.
Sincerely,
K. Lloyd-Jones
Department of Modern Languages and Literature
Editor's note: The Tripod extends its apologies for the inaccuaracies brought forth above.
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Watkinson Libes No Haven
To,the Editor:
I have been studying in: the
Trinity Library for the past four
years and in some areas, the conditions are less than perfect.
Speifically, I am referring to the
Watkinson Library. I believe the
staff ought to take a closer look
at the working conditions and
services the library offers for the
Trinity community.
They (the staff) take innumerable pride in the quality of their
books. Yet, the staff has the audacity to sit in the cramped room
and type. Where is the quality
of their courteousness? There are
offices along the perimeter of the
library, suitable for typing, but

nonetheless, the typing I 'kes
place within the earshot of all
students working in the limited
studying space. It is bad enough
that whispers in that room reverberate, but the sound of the
typewriter thunders through that
box of a room, making it impossible to concentrate. If work
is to take place within limited
hours and limited dimensions,
then those hours within the Watkinson should be quiet and devoted to the needs of the students
studying. Secretarial and curatorial jobs should take place
solely in the Watkinson's office
space.
Sincerely,
Nancy Katz, "84

misinformed about out-of-class
activities. Thus, their position is
'exceedingly weak as they try to
dictate their moral righteousness
upon the student body. Who are
they,to judge how we socialize
and interact in the twenty-two or
so hours we are not in class ever>
day? Besides, how many faculty
members have ever spent nights
on campus, attending parties and
visiting students in their dorm
rooms? I would have to suggest
that surprisingly few ever have - Or ever will.
One will recall the SDS movement in the sixties. One of the
slogans then was, "Don't trust
anyone over thirty." Recognize
that most of our faculty is of
that eral Now they are in effect
saying, "Don't trust anyone under twenty-five." Perhaps the
faculty should sit back and reflect
upon their own hypocrisy. Then
they will be able to re-evaluate
where their energies ought to be
directed: towards inspiring the
students to learn, not towards
carrying on a moral crusade for
which there is no support.
Todd M. Knutson

Dan Barach
Supports New
SGA Pres,
To die Tiiiniy CoiiiMiiinilV

First, I want:.to thank those 1 ''
students who supported me in
this past election. For those of
you who chose not to support
me, thank you for listening and
considering me. I ran a very aggressive campaign and if I offended anyone in the process, I
am deeply sorry.
My congratulations to Kevin
O'Connor and Dave Hill. As
S.G.A. President and Vice-President respectively, those two men
will be a tremendous asset to the
Trinity community. I have the
utmost respect for both Kevin
and Dave, and I urge the other
candidates, as well as the entire
student body, to join together in
support of them so that this
year's S.G.A. will truly be a
"Positive Student Government."
Sincerely,
Dan Barach, '84

NEW
Letters
Policy
The Tripod welcomes and
encourages letters to the
Editor. All letters must be
signed, although names will
be held upon request. Letters
which are libelous or in poor
taste will not be printed.
All letters must be typed
and no longer than 250
words. The deadline lor submission is onFridays at 5 ; M
p.m. Please deliver all letters
and commentary via campus
mail (BOK 1310} or to the
Tripod office in the basement
of .Jackson Hall.
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Letters
A Common Sense Plea: Tear Down Chapel
S:::::::::::W:¥::::::^

To the Editor:
On Jackson's first floor the men's
bathroom is labeled "Women"
and the women's bathroom labeled "Men." Only a freshman
would find it strange — we upperclassmen know better. That is
the way things are done at institutions of higher learning: we
despise mere common sense here.
We are above all that.
Last week a letter from Mr.
Peter Limnios appeared in the
Tripod. Mr. Limnios is offended
that some students oppose Chaplain Tull's (serious?) suggestion
that the names of the semesters
be secularized. Mr. Limnios, apparently an upperclassman, and
the Rev. Tull both understand
the value of common sense.
Mr. Limnios suggests we also
change the name of the College
to "Trinity Day Care Center."
Unfortunately, the offensive reference to the Trinity (a Christian
doctrine) would then remain.
Clearly this ugly name should be
erased in the cause of religious
freedom and toleration.
I am afraid that the college

Chaplaincy and its attendant
chapel must both be terminated
as well. I'm sure the Rev. Tull
(
is a good man, but surely he
must see that his official status
is a far more egregious violatior
of the principle of secularization
than are the names of the semesters. And the chapel is a far
too obvious symbol of Christianity and a far roo prominent
one to remain. The College needs
more parking spaces. anyway.
But really, isn't this a rather
trivial matter? The Reverend
should be far more concerned
about a more dangerous encroachement of religion in our
lives: at our very own State Capital there is a little scotch-taped
to a soda machine often used by
unwary lawmakers which says
"Cans Redeemed Upstairs."
A letter from Mr. Martin Bihl
also appeared last week. He is
offended that Dr. Milla Riggio
is called the "Chair" of the English Department (and why not
"chaise lounge?). His solution to
rename the post "Chairwoman"
is, I'm afraid, just as offensive

as "Chair." If Mr. Bihl had been
reading Ms. magazine like he
ought to have been, he would
surely know that many "Chairwomen" have been reprehensibly
mistreated
when
the
typographers of school handbooks have left out the " i " in
the word. Thus mistyping leads
to mysogyny and women with
doctorates have been foorcedto
empty departmental wastebaskets
and vacuum whole floors.
No, I prefer a different solution, one that Mr. Bihl missed
in his perusal of the Bulletin. On
page 189 it is revealed that the
Sociology Department has a
"Chairman" and her first name
is Noreen (revealed on page 250).
As an upperclassman, I am not
at all surprised that the Sociolgy
Dept. appears to be more in tune
with the English language than
does the English Dept., at least
according to my American Heritage Dictionary" (fourteenth
edition) where "chair" does not
mean "chairman" and "chairman" means "One who presides
over an assembly, meeting, or
board" (emphasis added).

Editor's ResponseAs a female and as the Editor of the Tripod, I would like to respond to
Mr. Gurliacci's letter - - i n which he makes a plea for "common sense."

Mr. Gurliacci makes clear that
he feels it only common sense to
refer to a person who "presides
over an assembly, meeting, or
board" as a chairman. Man, he
implies, is a neutral term.
sense he
himself holds in high esteem. If
one did use common sense,
one would see that the word
"man" equates man, i.e., a male
human being, and the word
"woman" equates woman, i.e.,
a female human being. We are
one species, but we are of two
sexes, and it is but "common
sense" that we differentiate between the two.
"Man" is not, in fact, a neutral term, in the same way that
"woman" is not a neutral term.
If they were, they could be used
interchangeably — and they cannot. Indeed, I think (using my
common sense) that most men
would find it quite disturbing if
"man" and "woman" were interchangeable, and we could call
our society that of "womankind."
The real point that Mr. Gurliacci misses (obviously he has
not been reading Ms. magazine
as he should have been) is that
the power of language is enormously far-reaching and affects

us all more deeply than we c a n ,
begin to know. Language defines
our society, and as such, it delineates the roles both women
and men play in it. Let us not
forget the real reason why we
f'chairman.' *«Wp •
use it because in the past, almost
all heads of boards, meetings,
and assemblies were men. The
word "chairman," then, reflects
a history and a social bias which
is no longer acceptable in our
modern society. It is but one
example of our common need to
revise our language as a whole
to suit our present-day world.
(And it was in this same philosophical vein that Reverand Tull
made his commendable suggestion to change the term names
to be more suitable to Trinity's
present-day needs.)

It is, alas, a common-sense solution. That is its defect.
David Gurliacci

Outreach: It Feeds Hartford
To the Editor:
In Hartford, over 25% of the
population lives below the poverty level. As I have traveled to
different neighborhoods throughout the city, I have become very
aware of the great disparities
which exist among Hartford residents. Some of the poorest people in the city live near the
towering insurance companies.
Being on campus enables many
of us to forget about others and
their difficulties.
On September 17 and 18, two
groups of Trinity students got
together to prepare and serve a
breakfast and dinner for some
Hartford residents. This volunteer effort had three purposes: 1)
helping those in need, 2) providing students with an educational
opportunity, 3) helping better
Trinity College's relationship with
the Hartford Community.
Chapel funds were used to purchase the food for the Saturday
dinner that we prepared at Saint
Elizabeth House (a home for lowincome residents). Although we
have limited cooking talent, we
prepared an appetizing spaghetti

dinner. Our lack of cooking expertise was made up for by our
willingness to spend time talking
with some people..
On Sunday morning, three students prepared a pancake breakfast for street people at the House
of Bread in downtown Hartford.
As we prepared the pancakes, it
became very apparent that the
street people needed a nourishing
meal.
These two meals are examples
of what the Outreach Committee
does. They are also ways in which
Trinity students can better understand the difficulties of unemployment and poverty. Talking
to inner-city residents broadens
a student's perspective on society
and increases his or her awareness of different cultures, values,
and lifestyles.
If you wish to both share some
time with Hartford residents and
help those in need, drop me a
note in the Trinity Service Organization's (TSO) mailbox.
You can make a difference.
Sincerely,
John G. Bonelli,
Chairman of the S.G.A. Community Outreach Committee '

SS::::::-:-:-:-:-:-:-^::^

Fourteenth edition or no,
American Heritage Dictionary is'
out of date, as is the word "man"
as a neutral term. I am a woman,
and I demand to be referred to
as such. It would be wise, in the
interests of better common sense
and deeper understanding, to
consider Mr. Bihl's suggestion
that we call men "men" and
women "women." In cases of
uncertainty, "human being" or
"person" will do.

?,'••...

^

The Three Stooges Are Back And Down To Three Demands
Editor's note: Last year, a brick and a jar of dirt from the foundation of Mather were kidnapped
from their display case inside Mather. The kidnappers made many ransom demands via the Tripod,

Dear Wayne and Company,
How was your summer? The brick and dirt are fine-they enjoyed their summer holiday in Europe. Did you
get their post card?
Now down to business. Spread out. Mather, isn't finished, and never will be, officially, until the return of
our ,mutual friends. Really, getting them back is quite
easy.
Three demands: (1) firing the cannons, (2) a duck pond
on the Quad, and (3) A Men's Center in Mather. You've
heard them before. Use your imagination-these can be
done to our satisfaction with little difficulty on your part.

but have now narrowed them down to three. The Tripod received these demands on a
scrolled up piece of paper inside a cardboard tube weighed down by wet paper towel.

Consider the details:
(1) Firing the cannons: once at sunrise and then again
at sunset. On a well-publicized day, a solemn ceremony
with students and faculty standing about in contemplation
and reflection,
(2) A duck pond on the quad: any small body of water
(permanent or otherwise) with any floating bodies resembling ducks. Lots of hoopla and fanfare.
(3) A Men's Center: this is the big one. Get ready, here
it comes. Leather chairs, plush carpeting, wood paneling,
and a collection of heads...a.moose would be nice. A
plaque on the door. Complete library, marble chess boards,
and smoking jackets r e t i r e d . ' N o kitchenette will be

necessary. And no girls.
Concentrate on these demands, Wayne. We're running
out of patience and you're running out of time. A solution
satisfactory to all is attainable. The future of the brick
and dirt, Mather Hall, and an important aspect of Trinity
College history are in your hands. If you choose to ignore
the demands once again, expect action this time next
week.
. :
Sincerely,
Larry, Curly, and Moe

:

Stooges-at-large

, •

. • .

•'.,'/.' :

P.S. Due to the liberal interpretation of our demands, a
Three Stooges film festival would be a nice gesture.
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Comm en tary—
Ian and Phil Have A Problem: Draft Registration
by Ian McFarland
Columnist
There are many circumstances
of the moment that lead one to
question the reasons behind the
continued insistence upon draft
registration. Despite' repeated assurances to the contrary, it is
difficult to believe that registration is not meant as a preparation
for the draft at a time when the
President seems to be taking the
War Powers Resolution something less than seriously in the
Mideast, while in Central America he maintains huge military
exercises designed primarily to
intimidate an unfriendly government.
Despite such signs, however,
suspicion of government motives
at a particular time is hardly sufficient reason to oppose registra-

by Phillips O'Brien
Columnist

The preservation of freedom
from erosion by the interests of
those in power was of paramount
importance to the founders of
this country. It was for this reason, I think, that they specified
that no citizen be deprived of
life, liberty or property without
due process of law. Due process
is normally understood to involve
a trial, but the principle of registration is that one may be deprived of liberty by Presidential
mandate and Congressional fiat
because the. government claims
the right of eminent domain over
not simply property, but people.
Certainly in an emergency situation the information compiled
from registration coupled with
the enactment of a draft are much
more convenient from a government standpoint. Not to have

In and of itself, Draft Registration is relatively harmless. The
simple act of filling out the form
at the Post Office does not require one to sacrifice his moral
beliefs, unless, of course, one's
beliefs preclude Uncle Sam's running of the postal system. What,
then, is all the furor about? The

Draft registration does not lead to the institution of a peace-time
draft nor does it increase the likelihood of armed conflict.

(DRAFT REGISTRATION/
3

S

Registration is the means whereby the government assumes the capability and the right to relieve the individual of freedom.
tion. If one accepts the principle
of mandatory service under ideal
conditions, one is obligated to
stick it out under conditions that
are not so ideal. The price of
living in society is a willingness
to serve the community even if
the wishes of the community are
not always identical with one's
own. To this extent refusal to
register for the draft is undeniably wrong.

access to them entails a risk —
not simply the risk that one may
not be able to form an army
quickly enough, but that one may
be unable to form an army at
all. That is hardly a pleasant risk
to take, but it is a risk one must
be willing to take if freedom is
to mean anything. Certainly there
is no shortage of examples showing what happens when nations
refuse to take such risks.

The truth of this position is in.
no way compromised by the simultaneous observation that draft
registration is an implicit violation of basic freedoms, If freedom is to mean anything, it must
ultimately be reduced to the right
to dispose of one's own life as
one will. This liberty must be
inviolable: to be free only part
of the time or at the whim of
someone else's conception of
"national security" is not to be
free at all. Registration is the
means whereby the government
assumes the capability and the
right to relieve the individual of
that freedom.
•

The problem of registration is
not an objective "que'stio'ri -abo\it
what is good for society versus
what is good for the individual
and which of the two goods takes
precedence. What is at stake is
the highly subjective question of
individual integrity. To try to
balance such a question in terms
of greater or lesser evils is simply
to trivialize both sides of the
controversy as the conflict is reduced to precepts that only need
to be properly ranked rather than
living problems that demand
one's undivided attention.

In The Laundry Room
by Anne Carol Winters
Copy Editor
Last Saturday night I was down
in the Tripod office when the
death-like quiet was broken by
the sounds of four young men
going into the laundry room. (The
only sounds I had heard up to
that point were the distant strains
of "Psycho Killer" bouncing off
the outer walls.)
Since the office door was open
and they were obviously unaware
of my presence, 1 could hear
everything that they were saying.
The subject was high school
proms:
Male 1: I asked three girls to
my prom junior year. One said
she'd think about it and never
got back to me. One said "No,
I don't like you," and one
said"No, but thanks for asking."
Then in my senior year I asked
this really nice girl from my biology class if she was going to
the prom, and she told me she
couldn't because her grand'mother was sick. I didn't even
bother asking, her, and then she
went with someone else.
Male 2: Three of my good
friends and I decided not to go,
and with this guy from our class

we planned to get drunk in the
parking lot at the prom and laugh
at everyone going in. First I broke
the vow, and then my two friends
got dates. In fact, the only one
who didn't go was the guy who
wanted to get drunk in the first
place.
Male 3: This girl knew that I
was going to ask her, and so one
day I said "You'd go with me
if I asked you, wouldn't you?"
For spite she went with another
guy. At the prom he left her
alone for the entire evening. She
had a miserable time and went
home by herself. She'd asked me
to dance once—I refused.
The hour of stories, and the
manner in which they told them,
got me to thinking about what
college men talk about among
themselves. I'd had a rare glimpse
into the male psyche. If I'd ever
been asked, I would have claimed
to know how guys thought, and
what they talked about with each
other. I believed that they really
didn't talk or act any differently
by themselves than when with
their female friends.
I was wrong. They're much
more open with each other than
they would be in a co-ed group.

that because we have registration,
somehow we will be more likely
to involve ourselves in a war.
This concept must be addressed
from both our own and our potential adversaries' positions.
To an adversary of the U.S.A.,
for example, the U.S.S.R., draft
registration would not make war
more likely. The effect of registration would be to speed up
the call-up and training of draf-

They're also less open to ridicule
from each other, and less likely
to question motives.
The New York Times Magazine added a new feature to its
pages over the summer, a column
called "About Men." My laundry room scenario got rne thinking about it again. I dislike the
subtle implication that the column talks about feelings which
women can't understand. I think
men and women can empathize
with each other, and should.
How does this topic relate to
real life, or "real" life at Trinity
College? Without jumping onto
the classic Tripod topic, don't
single-sex fraternities (and sororities) have as their rationale for
existence that young men (and
women) need time to interact with
their peers? They need the opportunity for guys to hang out
with the guys, for girls to be
girls, and all that? I don't know;
I'm still struggling with the idea.
But even if we're more comfortable in single-sex situations,
I do believe that the healthiest
attitudes will come about if young
men and women all talk with
each other, and not just about
each other.

hang-up that those people who
oppose registration have acquired
is two-fold, excluding laziness, of
course. They are: one, that registration will lead to the institution of a peacetime draft, and
two, that registration will lead to
war.
Are these fears grounded in
any reality? So far, about five
percent of the eligible men have
refused to register. Though this
figure is not large, it does represent a sizeable group who could
have a respectable impact, if necessary.
To address that first fear, we
must
discover what makes a
draft necessary.
A few years ago, our country
switched to the AVF (All Volunteer Force). Since then, there
have been off and on attempts
to reinstate the draft, most notably in the late 70's. These efforts are directly in relation to
the recruitment problems the
AVF has had. When recruitment
is low, lalk of a draff grows,
and vice versa.
The AVF has also had problems retaining the necessary noncommissioned officers to train
the volunteers. The situation has
now stabilized. However, if we
instituted a peacetime draft we
would flood our armed services
with recruits. We would not,
however, have the necessary men
to train them. Thus, we can see
that a draft will come about only
if the AVF cannot fill its ranks
and if we have the necessary noncommissioned officers to train
the draftees. The appearance of
registration does not relate, or
even affect, these two key elements.
No, we must address the idea

tees anywhere from 15 to 30 days,
Any modern full-fledged conventional conflict will be one to last
months, not years. THus, any
device that could speed the induction of new men by two weeks
to a month, could make a great
difference. An adversary, knowing our call-up time is shortened,
would be less likely to challenge
the U.S.A. in a large scale conventional war. Registration, if it
has any effect at all, serves to
deter rather than encourage offensive actions by potential adversaries.
Does, however, draft registration make it more likely for the
U.S. to be aggressive? History
says no. In the two greatest wars
this nation has fought, the Civil
War and World War II, the draft
was instated only after the beginning of hostilities.
Instituting a draft, even with
registration, is an enoi3ino»*S ,ati6
costly undertaking, as well as
being extremely divisive. Neither chief executive nor Congress is
going to lake sucli an auion
without real necessity. A dra#
could, and should, only be used
in circumstances of all-out war.
It hits very close to home, and,
unlike such things as covert aid
to rebels, concerns the lives of
Americans.
It is quite clear that draft registration does not lead to the
institution of a peacetime draft,
nor does it increase the likelihood
of armed conflict. It would, how* ever, in times of national crisis,
such as full-scale conventional
warfare in Europe, increase
American response time and effectiveness. Thus, registration is
not only helpful, it could be crucial.

The Observer
by Martin Bihl
Columnist
All jokes aside now, there's
something on this campus that
really does bother me.
I'm tired of girls and highvoiced men screaming in the silent lonely night as if they were
being murdered, I'm tired of getting all of my clothes on and
running down to the scream because I thought someone was in
desperation. I'm tired of finding
people laughing over the good
joke. Consequently, I have begun
ignoring the screams.
And yet, I know that one day
we will hear a rape.
We will all think it was another
good joke and roll over in our
beds. And the following morning
we will read about it in Security
Alert Bulletins posted on our
doors. And we will be ashamed
of ourselves.
Except, of course, for the idiots who will say "she wanted
it." They will be the ones quoted
by the newspapers. They are the

ones who are ignoring these
words.
And then, a black pall will
hang over ihis campus like you
have never seen. People will not
be able to understand how you
could not help someone in such
terror. They will stare in disbelief
when you say you thought it was
a joke, and they will marvel at
your inability to tell the difference between humor and reality.
Then you will start telling people
that you did not hear the screaming. And soon, no one will admit
to hearing it. And that black pall
will linger over this school a long
time.
So, to those of you out there
who take delight in screaming
blood-curdling screams in the
middle of the night, I ask you
to stop. You are making us all
hard-hearted. For when someone
is truly in trouble, and when she
opens her mouth for help and
no one comes, you will have
committed as horrible a crime as
her attacker.
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More Sports

Cross Country Teams Have Successful Weekend
Men Seventh At State Meet

Malabre Third As
Women Take Third

by Tom Swiers
Sports Staff Writer

by Jim Yu
Sports Staff

The Trinity men's cross country team placed seventh out of
eleven teams in Saturday's Connecticut State Championship at
Yale.
It was neither a bad nor good
day for the Bantams, considering
that they were running against
Division I and II schools. Out
of the six teams that beat Trinity,
only one, Wesleyan, was a Di-

vision III team. Though Wesleyan defeated
Trinity on
Saturday, the Bantam runners
still felt that Wesleyan is not
beyond their reach.
Dave Barry came in first for
Trinity, placing 26th out of a 115
runners with a time of 28:00.
Captain Steve Klots was second,
finishing 33rd with a time of
28:32. Greg DeMarco, Dave
O'Donnell, and Woods Fairbanks filled out the top five spots
on the team.

Tennis Trounces Conn
College With Ease, 8-1
tina" by Chase, Greene rarely
has a slow match. For the most
part Chase leaves the singles
than break up the top doubles
players alone, feeling that coachteam.
This past Wednesday, the Ban- ing will make more of a difference in doubles play.
tam easily defeated Connecticut
College, 8-1. Maria Rosenfeld
This past Saturday, the Bansuffered the only loss at the num- tams defeated their long time riber four singles slot. "The Conn
val Tufts, 5-4. This was the
College girl was a consistent
biggest win of the year considplayer who just out-played
ering that Tufts had beaten TrinMaria," commented Chase.
ity consistently for the past few
years. The battle at Tufts was
The other challenging match
exciting: with the score tied at
was at the number two position.
4-4 Looney came through winJeanine Looney, known as "the
ning a four hour, three set duel.
marathon player," had a match
Greene, Lauren Lovitt and Chris
where each point went 20 to 30

continued from page 15

6-4, 6-2.
Each of the singles players has
a different type of game. At
number one, Claire Slaughter,'the
defending New England champion, boasts a strong all around
game. Looney, number two, has
a base-line game accented by a
very strong forehand. At number
three, Sue Greene is the serve
and volley player of the team.
Appropriately nicknamed "Mar-

The five mile course was fairly
difficult. Both Barry and Klots
remarked that it seemed like they
were running up and down a lot.
The course did not have any large
hills, but the hills were numerous.
Some of the runners felt that
the course was longer than five
miles, because their times seemed
to be two to three minutes slower
than usual. Barry and Klots both
felt the course seemed too be
around 1/5 of a mile too long.
Coach John Kelly, however, said
the course was five miles long,
despite his runners' estimations,
and Kelly also felt that the times
of Trinity's runners were satisfactory but will improve. He cited
O'Donnell as running an outstanding race.
The Bantam runners travel to
Amherst on Friday.

Writer

The 1983 women's cross country team seems to be getting
stronger and stronger, as they
had another impressive performance on Friday. The Bantams
placed third out of nine teams
at the Southern Connecticut Ivitational.
The women ran in a very fast
race, as five runners including
Trinity's Ann Malabre broke the
course record. Malabre again led
the Bants, placing third out of
71 runners. Alex Steinert and
Meredith Lynch placed 14th and
16th respectively. They were followed by co-captain Erica Thurman, Alex Woodford, and Pat
Adams.
The team was tuned up for

Friday's race. "We had a very
positive attitude," explained
Thiirman. The Bantams are running confidently which seems to
make everything fall in place.
"We're getting stronger," said
Lynch. The women cut their times
by as much as a minute and a
half. "Everyone ran better,"
agrees Thurman, "there was a
marked improvement." Another
plus for the team is the return
of Sue Pasieka, who should add
strength to the squad.
The runners are looking forward to their duel meets and they,,
are hungry for wins. "The attitude is different from last year,"
notes Thurman. The team is anxious about the Amherst Invitational on Friday, especially the
confrontation with Wesleyan, and
Lynch adds "We'll be stronger."

' maT(!fiW.-"We fi'ftl Victory came
at third doubles where Mary
Reilly and Priscilla Payne were
victorious. Of note was Slaughter
who lost her first match against
a Division III opponent in New
England. Slaughter was hampered by an injury to her hand.
"I'm worried about three teams
in particular that will be tough
to beat: Wellesley, Tufts, and
Smith," said Chase before the
season. Two down and one to
go.

3o,Kjp§,KeeP awaY FROM DRUGS; You
I WORK HaRt? awp sraY STRaisHr To s e r ro Trfe PRog. t
ITHeN YoucaNTaKeaLXfite DRUGS yoo
j

Karen Orczyk tumbles to the ground in Wednesday's loss to Yale.

Saturday
At 1:15
The
Bantams
vs
Trinity Football
The
On WRTC 89.3 FM Hamilton
Continentals

photo by John Dalshelm

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE

LONDON CENTER
• SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
B ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT
B BRITISH FACULTY
COURSES — British and European
studies are offered In literature,
history, art history, drama, music,
sociology, education, psychology,
communications, and politics.
Special program offered in Drama.
Internship* available to qualified
students in International Business,
Social Services, Political Science
and Communications.
Visits to the theatre, museums,
galleries, schools, social and
political institutions are an
integral part of the curriculum.
For further information write:
International Programs - SP
Ithaca College
Ithaca, New York 14850
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More Sports
Football
Stumbles
To Loss
continued from page 16
Caskin to try a 42 yard kick into
the wind which he missed wide
to the right.
The third quarter saw Trinity
start its first two possesions at
the Tufts' 44 and 28 after a
fumble recovery and deflected
punt, respectively. However, both
threats ended on interceptions by
Tufts' defensive back Brian
McGrail.
At that point the writing was
on the wall and when Galean
Campbell picked off a Shield pass
and returned it to his own 48,
Tufts did what Trinity couldn't;
take advantage of an opportunity.
Helped by a roughing penalty
on Brian Driscoll, the Jumbos
cruised downfield and took the
lead on Chris Sullivan's two yard
run over left tackle.
The Bantam offense did not
record a single first down the
remainder.of the contest. Earlier
in the fourth quarter Shield had
been leveled by defensive end
John Callahan and knocked out
of the game. Freshman Dan
Tighe was Forced into an impossible situation and failed to
move Trinity. Shield returned in
the final minutes but to no avail.
These final quarter failures
only Served to highlight the offensive struggles of the Bantams.
Shield was more than willing to
take his share of the blame saying
"it was just me, I wasn't on."

Frank Funaro and Pat Finn sack the Tufts quarterback, Dave Piermarini. The defense held the Jumbos to 14 points.
Maybe Shield explained the
team's performance best when he
said "It was just one of those
days."

But in actuality the entire offensive unit did not live up to expectations. A sporadic running
attack allowed Tufts to go with
an extra defensive back on second downs, making Shield's job
tougher.

FOOTBALL NOTESTodd Nizolek did a creditable job
punting for Trinity, averaging
36,9 yards a kick...McNamara
had five receptions for 70 yards,
but no other receiver had more
than one catch...The backfield
combo of Ned Ide and Steve
Okun had 24 yards on 17 carries...After a penalty free first
half (one for five yards) Trinity
picked up six fouls For 46 yards
in the second half....

Strong Defense
Gives Soccer Split
continued from page 16
his defense,"noted Schuts. "The
way we played against Coast
Guard, Picone was vulnerable. I
pulled him because I was just
looking for something to pick us
up. Eastburn deserved a chance
and I wanted to see how he'd
react under pressure."
Eastburn and the entire Trinity
defense reacted well indeed. Playing without Chris Downs (back
spasms) and Mark Lee (sore
throat) in the 95 degree heat
didn't help either. Cohen and his
subsitute Jimmy Crews, a freshman, held Ail-New England
Pearson scoreless and Jeff Pilgrim played well at sweeper-back,
providing the last line of defense
with the deep back playing up
close and pressuring the men with
the ball.
Offensively, the Bants were
hampered by the fact that Tom
Monaghan played with the flu
and Peter Ammirati with a bad
ankle. As a result, they had only
one good scoring chance. Vern
Meyer hit the crossbat in the first
half and Tegis Dzenga's rebound
blast from six yards out was
kicked right at goalie John Susi.
"If he had miss hit it, it would've gone in," joked Shults.
Trinity travelled to M.l.T. on
Saturday and came away with its
first victory of the year as freshman goalie Eastburn registered a
2-0 shutout.
Although outshot 23-19, Trin's
offense was opportunistic, cashing in on their best scoring
chances,
Pilgrim recorded the gamewinner at 23:36 of the first half
as he snuck in from his sweeper
position and headed home Peter
Appleton's corner kick.

Joe Shield avoids the Tufts rush as he looks upfield for the pass

p h o t o by J o h n Dal3helm

Monaghan gave Trinity some
breathing room as he banged one J
past goalie Mike Schoen from the
corner of the penalty area uil a
feed from freshman midfielder. .
Chris Hyland.
But, once again, it was the
defense that rose to the fore and
keyed the win. Following the 42 opening loss, Trin has allowed
only one goal as the back line
of Randy Schrenk, Mike Lagana,
Cohen, and Pilgrim has jelled as
a unit. For the second consecutive game, Shults utilized a 3-34 man-to-man alignment and met
with good results. Shults is going
to maintain that formation for-.
the remainder of the year, abandoning his experimental 5-5 setup and assigning Cohen to the
oppostion's best player. Against
M.I.T.,
Cohen
successfully
marked the Teehman's center
forward Dimitri Kazeronoff.
"Our defense has really developed a pride in themselves over
the last two games," said Shults,
"and, if we can continue to play
sound man-to-man, we're going
to be tough to beat."
Only time will tell.
TRINITY NOTES
This year, Shults has introduced
a "Player of the Game Award"
in an effort to create a little more
team spirit. Ammirati won the
award for his performance
against the Coast Guard and
Cohen took the honors from the
Central Conn game. The player
who win the award then selects
the next game's recipient...Trin
defeated M.l.T. without the services of Doug Weisburger, Downs,
and Ammirati, all of who were
injured...The Bantams now play
W.P.I, this Saturday before coming home for a Parents Day contest with Williams.

Combined Health Appeal
photo by John Dalshsim
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More Sports
Water Polo
Flounders
In Tourney

The Key Is In
Breaking Rules

by Gabe Harris
Sports Staff Writer

Hawkeye Pierce sits in the Swamp and jokes about water polo.
It's a tough sport explains Hawkeye: "I have a hard time keeping
my pony's head above water." Turn on the laugh track.
To tell the truth, in Trinity's shallow end the poor pony would
have a chance. Come to think of it, four legs might be useful in a
sport where fouls are not just part of the game but are the game.

The men's water polo team's
worst fears about last weekend's
five-man tournament became
reality, as the clearly overmatched squad was outscored,
57-15, in three games with Amherst, Williams, and lona. Trinity's lack of experience in the
pool, poor goaltending, and
seemingly confused and disorganized style of play were the
main factors. in the three straight
losses. The first game, Friday night
against Amherst, was the closest
and best played by the Ducks.
Aided by two Adam Kimmick
goals, the team trailed by only
a 10-6 margin entering the final
period. After several squandered
opportunities, the offense sputtered and came up short, with
the Lord Jeffs hanging on 10-7.
The team seemed disheartened
after the opening loss and came
out flat on Saturday, losing 264 to Williams in the morning,
and 21-4 to lona in the afternoon
finale. The faster and stronger
Williams team raced out to a 100 lead and cruised the rest of the
way as Will Anderws netted eight
goals, spearheading the fastbreaking attack. The lona contest
was more of the same, as brothers Matt, Ray, and Greg Judge
combined
The outstanding Trinity player
during the tourney was clearly
Chip Lake, the senior co-captain
who scored five goals and played
sparkling, aggressive defense
throughout the weekend. Junior
Dave Mugford, who split time in
the goal with freshman Greg Hill,
played well both in front of the
net and out in the pool.
One bright spot for Trinity ifans
was the freshman team, which
defeated a strong lona J.V.
squad, 8-6 on Saturday.
If the Varsity (which will face
all three of last weekend's opponents at least one more time
this year) wants to win some
games, it must improve quickly
and markedly in all aspects of
the game. The lack of experience
on the team is the main cause
of the inconsistent play, and will
be difficult to overcome in the
near future. Trinity's next contest
will be against Loomis-Chaffee
on Wednesday.

Watching a water polo match for the first time is simiiar to watching
a field hockey game for the first time because of the quick pace and
confusing rules. The referee's whistle blows continuously with no
apparent penalty to the offender. However, what is occuring is a
series of fouls that, now follow this closely, the defense is trying to
commit and the offense is trying to draw. Is there anything easier
than drawing an intentional foul?
The center of this non-stop rule breaking is the area directly in
front of the net. There the strongest offensive player stations himself
and treads water or, if in the shallow end, illegally pushes off the
bottom. A defender shadows him, holding both hands inches away

Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman
from the attackman's ears. If the offensive man gets the ball it is
an easy goal, so the defender intentionally fouls him any time the
ball is passed inside. There'are no direct shots after such a foul.
Now this could go on forever, except the wise rulemakers created
a shot clock and a three consecutive foul limit. The shot clock, is
simple, 35 seconds to take a shot on or at goal. If a defender,
however, commits three straight fouls he is taken out of the pool
for thirty seconds, a la hockey. Therefore, after the second violation
the defenseman tries to switch with another defender who can commit
three fouls of his very own. It is during this switch that the offense
tries to score.

Trin's celebration of their first and only touchdown against the
Jumbos.
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Tennis Nips Tufts
by Julia McLaughlin
and Priscilia Payne
Sports Staff Writers

as happened to Donna Gilbert
this week, Chase moves a J.V.
player up to play singles rather

"The doubles teams will either
continued on page 13
make or break your team," believes Trinity women's tennis
coach Becky Chase. Chase
learned a lesson last year; many
doubles matches went to three
sets and then went against Trincontinued from page 16
ity.
This year's practice has centered around doubles work, inoffense leaves the defense looking
cluding such drills as serve and
helpless. The insurance goal came
volley and aggressiveness at the
on a rebound after a save by
net. A careful mesh of persongoalie Pam Ingersoll. Trin was
alities, game play and relative
left scoreless as the final whistle
strength is essential to an effecblew.
tive doubles pair. This year when
Shepppard explained the difa singles player gets injured, such
ficulty which the Bantams faced;

'•'•Trfe're are cither ways to score. The most prominent of these involves
strong, straight ahead swimming. Williams gave a classic demonstration
of that Saturday morning as they scored again and again against
Trinity by chasing down long lead passes.
Yet, Trinity co-captain Mike Bronzino feels "you can compensate
if you are up against a strong swimmer by taking, a quick drop on
defense. Heads up defensive play, that's what is really important."
It certainly can't hurt, however, to swim well.
.
Bronzino's point was borne out Friday night when lona, the eventual
champions of Trinity's five man tourney, whipped Williams with a
patient attack that neutralized Williams' strong swimming. So in the
end, winning in water polo is predicated on defense. It's funny how
that is true of almost every sport.
.
.'....

Field Hockey Whips Conn,4-0
"We were forced into our defensive end 7/8 of the game.
When we did break it out across
the 50 yard line, we were either
shot down by their sweeper, because our long ball was actually
not a pass to .anyone!; but more
for relief, or we slowed down
enough that their defense recovered and/or their goalie came
out for the save."
Unlike Saturday, Wednesday's
match was dominated by Trinity.
In the first half the Bants controlled the ball for 30 minutes
of the 35 minute period and were
able to capitalize for two goals.
The first goal came at 30:34,
as Amy Waugh knocked in a
rebound. Waugh scored Trinity's
second goal of the half, at 8:38,
on a penalty corner situation.
In the second half, Trin again
scored twice, at 26:51 and 25:04.
Co-captain Weezie Keir had a
beautiful shot to put the Bants
up by three.

Tim MiNaiuara crosses the goal line to tally the first.score in Saturday's game.

photo by John shiftman

The last goal was controversial.
Susie Cutler rebounded the ball
off her stick and that shot hit
the post. The ball then rolled
past the goal line, or so the referee called it. The goalie did fall
on the ball in an attempt to save
the shot. When a player falls on

the ball in the goal area, a penalty stroke is awarded. If the
referee had not called the goal,
there would have been a one-onone situation with the Conn
goalie. The players on the field
were bewildered as to the call of
a goal; most felt the ball never
rolled past the goal line.
The Camels were outshot 154 and on the bumpy field, Sh.eppard felt that the Bants' concentration was the key.
Sheppard cited a number of
outstanding players in the contest. Waugh, a back who had
two goals "was able to use the
length of the field." Annie Mathiasen "played strongly at wing"
and Laney Lynch "is an exceptional link who used intelligent
maneuvers." On defense, Bonnie
Adams and Judy Peterson "both
played aggressively and were able
to keep the Camels from taking
a lot of shots."
The J.V. also finished the week
at 1-1. Wednesday, the Bants lost
at Connecticut College, 1-0. The
loss can be attributed to the youth
and inexperience of the eleven
freshmen on the 15 player roster.
The squad bounced back to shut
out Tufts, 3-0. Goals came fiom
Elise
Boelhouwer,
Heather
Moody, with an assist by Gitiny
Vogei, and Betsy Jones,
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Sports——————
Tufts Spoils Football's Plans For Opener
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor
For the Trinity football team,
it was not supposed to be this
way.
—Bamta'm quarterback Joe
Shield and Tufts' signal caller
Dave Piermarini were supposed
to engage in a full-scale airial
war. Only Piermarini came
through, completing 21 of 41
passes. Shield hit on eight of 25
attempts, was intercepted three
times and was knocked out of
the game early in the fourth
quarter.
-The Trinity offense came into
the game with all the tools necessary to score, yet eight possessions starting from within Tufts
territory resulted in only one
touchdown.
-Despite playing very well, a
Trinity defense that is noted for
its tenacity inside its own 20,
yielded touchdowns both times
the Jumbos advanced that far.
-Finally, opening in front of
a home crowd, Trinity showed a
shocking lack of emotion
throughout the game.
"I think we were a little tentative. Maybe we got a tittle excited
for
Middlebury
(a
scrimmage) a week ago and this
week we didn't play as confidently as we are able to do,"
noted head coach Don Miller.
Bantam wingback Tom Clemmenson was even more specific:
"Overall, I think we were just

flat. I don't think we were as
psyched as we should have been."
The lack of emotion was costly,
to say the least, as Trinity was
presented with opportunities to
break the game open at the start
of both halves.
After Tufts punted to end their
first possession, the Bantams
moved in for the score with Shield
hitting Tim McNamara from 25
yards out. All appeared to be as
planned with Trinity up 7-0 after
.only 5:24.
Things appeared even better
for Trinity when Chip Farnham
jarred the ball loose from Piermarini and Pete Lundstrom fell
on the fumble at the Tufts' 15.
The offense, however, set its pattern for the rest of the afternoon,
failing to pick up a first down.
When Chris Caskin missed a 27
yard field goal, the edge was off
the Bantams' game.
Tufts drew even with 7:31 remaining in the half. Mike Kliene
capped an 11 play, 55 yard
march, going in from five yards
out. Piermarini was outstanding
during this sequence, completing
four of seven passes for 39 yards
and converting twice on third
down.
Late in the half, Trinity defensive tackle Frank Funero anticipated a Tufts' screen pass and
intercepted Piermarini, returning
it to the Tufts' 23. Incompletions
on second and third downs left
continued on page 1 4 '

Women's Soccer
Edges Amherst
at three. Sarah Couch make this
goal with a head shot off a corner
kick from Orczyk.
The excitment increased as the
Going one and one this week, game went into overtime. The
the women's soccer team was dis- first, ten minutes were scoreless
appointed. On Wednesday, the forcing a second overtime. With
Bantams were defeated by Yale less than two minutes left, Or4-0 but came back on Saturday czyk won the game for Trin,
with a crucial win over Amherst scoring off a corner kick. This
was a key win for the Bants and,
4-3.
.
.
Last Wednesday the Bantams according to Orczyk, a great part
met Division I Yale for the first of it was due to the confidence
time. They expected a tough game of the freshmen.
but had hoped for more success.
Coach Karen Erlandson thought
that maybe her team, especially
the younger members, were intimidated.
In the first period, Yale scored
twice leaving the score 2-0 at the
half. The Bants discouraged by
Yale's lead began to depend on
breakaways rather than: taking
control of the ball. They did not
support offensively or defensively. Goalie, Jeanne Monnes
stood up well to Yale's 32 shots,
recording 13 saves. Yale scored
twice more to make the final 4-

by Kathy Rowe and
Leslie Pennington
Senior Sports Writers

0.
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Joe Shield slips in Saturday's home contest against Tufts. Shield completed 8 of 25 passes in the
Bantam loss.
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Men's Soccer Splits On RomL
by Marc Esterman Senior Sports Writer
A moral victory may not count
for much in the standings, but
that's exactly what the Trinity
varsity soccer team earned last
Tuesday in a 1-0 loss to homestanding Central Connecticut.
Bantam head coach Robie
Shults went into the game with
his usual optimistic expectations
but had other things on his mind
besides a victory.
"Realistically, I hoped we
could beat them, but I just
wanted to see a sign of improvement over the first game (a 4-2
loss to the Coast Guard)," said
Shults. " I felt good about the
result and the team did too because we had a chance to win
it. I don't like to play well and
lose, but I do like to play well,"

And play well they did. '
Matched against a highly skilled
Division II club, which beat Trinity 4-0 last season, the Bants
played one of their finest tactical
games in recent years. Shults
scouted Central Conn in its game
with AIC on Saturday, and
knowing the caliber of talent his
team would be playing, elected
to go with a traditional 3-3-4
man-to-man alignment rather
than the more offensively oriented 5-5 set-up which he had
implemented in pre-season. That
strategy, plus matching up tenacious midfielder Rob Cohen
with scoring threat Ken Pearson,
proved effective as the Bants held
the explosive Connmen to just
one goal.
"We played very tough defense
on their highly talented forwards," said Shults. "We never

Cary Lyford looks to center the ball against Yale in Wednesday's 4-0 loss,

• ' a p a r t ; * *
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After a scoreless first half,
Carlos Mouta notched the game
winner at 4:11 of the second
stanza.. Pearson fed Mouta with
a waist-high pass in front of the
penalty area and Mouta trapped
it, spun, and hit it off a bounce
into the upper left hand corner
past goalie Bill Eastburn.
The freshman goalie was given
a chance following his performance in 'ie second half of the
Coast Guard game. John Picone,
a junior, had started the opener
and surrendered three first half
goals.
"A goalie is only as good as
continued on page 14

Hockey
Falls At
Tufts, 2-0
by Elizabeth Sobkov
Assistant Sports Editor
"Playing our first four games
on the road will be tough. But,
we know to prove ourselves as
a N1AC team we must deal with
all situations. We plan to dust
ourselves off and make fewer errors in future games," commented coach Robin Sheppard on
the varsity field hockey teams'
play in their first two games.
The Bantams outplayed Connecticut College on Wednesday
and were then outplayed on Saturday at Tufts.
Saturday's first half ended scoreless. Tufts broke the tie three
minutes into the second half. The
score came off a penalty corner,
a pJay where a well cordinated

• • ' . . . •

Against Amherst,
Trinity
started off aggressively with Cynthia Hunter putting the first ball
into Amherst's goal with an assist
from Karen Orczyk. Amherst
then displayed their assertiveness,
taking the lead 2-1. Before the
end of the half, the Bants evened
out the score at two. Hunter scored with an assist from Victoria
Arvantis off a direct kick.
In the second half, the Lord
Jeffs, not letting their defenses
down, again took the lead 3-2.
But Trinity was not willing to
give in and tied the score again

let them get the ball without hay-,
ing a man right on them- If you
/e( (hen) have it without :i mnn
on them, they'll just pick y o u ^

pholo by John Oalsheirn

continued on page 15

